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Governor Fatima Bevi Talk 
 
I have great pleasure in Participating in the Inaugural Session of the International Conference 
and Seminar on the use of Tamil in Information Technology, hosted by the state level task force 
of the Government of Tamil Nadu on Information Technology. 
 
I welcome the Ministers and high dignitaries from abroad and the International experts and 
delegate to this conference, which will set on course the process of making tamil an integral part 
of information superhighway. 
 
Information technology can be used as a vehicle for all-round development in creation of new 
jobs and in making assess to information amazingly easy. Today's Internet links about 170 
countries in the world, links people who speak many different languages on a 24 hour basis. 
Internet has come a long way since the today it first went online in 1969, initially conceived in 
huge mainframes and later survived in the era of personal computers. After the invention of 
world wide web, internet has become user-friendly providing access to information without any 
barriers between the users and no occupies the centre stage in the modern world. The world 
wide web consisting of documents of a staggering volume and the easy access to the entire 
world of data, through the internet, are among the finest contributions, after telephone, radio and 
television, by science to global communication and human interaction. Earlier in the 80s, the 
internet was considered as a people's network meant for variety of academic purposes. In the 
90s, the usage of network was opened to individuals facilitating thousands to join the Internet 
everyday.  
 
Ture to the scientific tradition of the state, Tamil Nadu has taken progressive strides in 
information Technology. The state Government has established a separate department for 
information technology and is very enthusiastic in making optimum use of the immense human 
capital of the state and its long tradition of academic excellence to attain serious growth in 
information technology. I congratulate the Government of Tamil Nadu on setting the pace for 
this growth in information Industry. The TamilNet 1999 is another laudable endeavour in this 
line. The Government is willing to take advantage of the competitiveness of the private sector in 
information industry and is happy to acknowledge the contribution being made by individuals at 
private firms to the development of software, especially in Tamil Language and the creation of 
websites carrying information on Tamil Language and literature. But all these products lack in 
uniform standards and global organization. In addition to the millions in tamil nadu, there are 
lakhs of tamil people living in different parts of the world. Their love for their mother tongue and 
zeal for its preservation and promotion are extraordinary. Since internet has become a daily 
after in individual life the world over, it i absolutely necessary to have a tamilnet with uniform 
codes which will be able to harmonise promotional efforts from various quarters in future. The 
Government of Tamil Nadu can perform this hard task and remain the central guide fro tamil 
network usage in future. I wish to place on record my deep appreciation of the number of 
individuals who have made serious and notable efforts to introduce tamil language on an 
international scale, by producing several tamil softwares and creating websites. With their 



sincere and enthusiastic cooperation, i am sure that tamilnet will soon attains a place of 
prominence in the information superhighway. Already the use of Tamil 
in Internet is far greater than any other indian languages. With the implementation of uniform 
coding standards, tamilnet will be a huge success in both emerging as a prominent network and 
in involving a broad community of tamil internauts in working together and accomplishing the 
dissemination of information on tamil and Tamil Nadu. The most significant achievement will be 
the ability of tamilnet to bring the large rural population of tamil nadu - the non - english 
speaking and non - academics - in the fold of internet. This is the progressive step which will 
place tamil on the information superhighway thereby rendering access to international scholars 
in tamil and is conducive o intensive development in tamil language. The credit for this is solely 
due to the hon'ble chief minister of tamil nadu who has given the needed fillip for modernising 
both teaching and learning of tamil language across the world. I congratulate thiru. Maran for his 
perseverance and determination to modernise many dimensions in the state administration for 
the larger benefit of the people.  
 
I am delighted to extend my warm greetings and best wishes to all the participants in this 
conference for success in future endeavours. I wish te "TamilNET '99" a grand success. Jai 
Hind.  
 
  



Towards a Total Internet Solution  
for the Tamil Language through Singapore Research 

 
by Naa Govindasamy  

Lecturer, National Institute of Education (NIE), Nanyang Technological University 
(NTU)469,  Bukit Timah Road, Singapore 259756  

 
 (This Paper was presented at the SAARC Conference on Extending the Use of Multilingual & 
Multimedia Information Technology at Pune, India, on September 14, 1998. The present paper 
has added new developments which took place after September 1998. The author wish to thank 
Dr Tan Tin Wee, Associate Director for the Centre for Internet Research (CIR), National 
University of Singapore and Mr Leong Kok Yong, Research Officer of CIR, for giving valuable 
advice in the preparation of this paper.) 
 
Abstract 
 
The internet revolution has enabled the widespread dissemination of information throughout the 
world. Most of the content is in Romanized characters. Research is going on in some countries 
to enable non-Roman scripts accessible on the Internet. This paper will discuss and 
demonstrate how, through a successful research collaboration in Singapore, Tamil language 
content is now freely accessible, searchable, conveniently emailable and easily composed and 
edited on the Internet through all three popular platforms Unix, PC and Mac. The important part 
of this paper is latest development, which took place in Singapore after September 1998.  
 
Multilingual TextEditor For Unix, Windows and Mac. 
Text is saved in Unicode and Tamilnet code. This is the first Unicode Tamil Editor to be seen on 
the Internet for free downloading. 
Multilingual multiscript URL is another important development in Singapore Research. 
My presentation will focus on these two important development. 
 
The Need for A Multilingual Internet in Singapore 
 
Singapore is a multilingual and a multiracial country. English, Chinese, Malay and Tamil are the 
official languages. Most of the government and public documents are published in these four 
official languages. However, until recently, it was not possible for the Chinese and Tamil 
languages to be disseminated through the World Wide Web on the Internet. 
 
In 1994 Dr Tan Tin Wee, my research collaborator initiated work in this area while he was the 
head of Technet Unit, the first Internet service provider for Research and Educational 
Institutions in Singapore. Technet Unit was directly under the supervision of the Computer 
Centre of the National University of Singapore. (Technet Unit has since been commercialised to 
become Pacific Internet, one of the three ISPs for Singapore. The others are Singnet and 
Cyberway.) By mid-1994, Technet Unit initiated the Singapore INFOMAP project which provided 



a one-stop WWW home page for Singapore. He wanted the four official languages to be 
represented in the INFOMAP. 
 
Since English and Malay are using the Roman script, displaying these two languages on the 
WEB was not a problem. By the end of 1994, Technet had successfully implemented an 
Experimental Chinese WEB server in Singapore. So the problem of displaying the Chinese 
script on the Web was solved. However, displaying Tamil script on the Web, and communicating 
through Tamil on Internet was a problem. There was no Tamil Information System on the 
Internet which provides a display system in Tamil and English simultaneously on the Text Mode 
using a Tamil-English single font file. There were a few servers, which were providing Tamil 
script using GIF image files. 
 
Tamil Eelam Page (http://www.eelam.com) was and is still very active in this direction. Tamil 
Nadu Home Page, and Tamil Electronic Library . 
(http://www.geocities.com/Athens/5180/index.html) are other popular Tamil Web Sites on 
Internet at that time. Tamil Electronic Library was using (and is still using) a mono 7bit font 
(Mylai) for the Tamil display on the Web.However, Mylai font cannot support native emailing at 
that time. 
 
So there was a need to develop a Tamil Internet System which should go beyond Web display. 
In May 1995, I met Dr Tan at the Technet Unit, National University of Singapore, soon to 
become the Internet Research and Development Unit (IRDU) (now upgraded to Centre for 
Internet Research). We identified the potential solutions and agreed for a possible research 
collaboration between NUS and my institution, NIE, NTU, the two instititutions of higher learning 
in Singapore at that time. 
 
At that time, on my own, I was in the process of developing True Type fonts and a Tamil 
software for Windows Applications (KanianÀ)À Tamil Software). As the service provider arm of 
the Technet was sold to a private consortium and renamed Pacific Internet in September 1995, 
the nascentTamil Internet Research was inherited by the newly formed Internet Research and 
Development Unit (IRDU). This Research Unit was funded by the National Science and 
Technology Board (NSTB ) (http://www.nstb.gov.sg) of Singapore. Mr Leong Kok Yong, just 
graduated from the Nanyang Technological University, joined IRDU, and became one of the key 
member for the TamilWEB project. 
 
 
Objective 
 
During the Technet period, when Dr Tan and I, conceptulised the TamilWEB Project. We had a 
very clear objective.That is:  to develop a bilingual font system for The Total Internet 
Communication in the Tamil language. That means, the system that we intended to develop: 
should provide display of Tamil & English Text simultaneously on the Internet Applications. 
(Web Browsers & Email sofware packages.) 



Tamil and English text should be easily communicated and retrieved in Plain Text. 
should work across Platforms. (PC, Mac & Unix) should be searchable in Tamil 
should let the user type Tamil in the Web browser's Forms, and the typed word should be seen 
in Tamil. 
Should allow the user to read Tamil & English in terminal emulation mode (telnet). 
 
Prototype Testing, Preview and Official launch 
 
The prototype of our system was tested during the launch of PoemWEB. PoemWeb  is an 
electronic selection of representative poems from the four official languages, from the book , 
Journeys: Words, Home and Nation - Anthology of Singapore Poetry (1984-1995) which was 
published by The Centre for the Arts, National University of Singapore. This book was launched 
by H.E. Mr Ong Teng Cheong, President, Republic of Singapore on Friday 27 Oct 1995. 
 
The preview of the first phase of TamilWEB project was shown to the public and to the Press at 
the Internet for Everyone 1995 at Suntec City Exibition Hall during 13 December 1995. 
TamilWeb was officially launched by the Honourable Member of Parliament, Dr Ong Chit Chung 
(Chairman, GPC for Education and MP for Bukit Batok) on 2 February 1996. 
 
Since then the Tamil language teachers in Singapore and the Internet Users from locally and 
abroad, are using the Singapore System to communicate in Tamil & English over Internet and 
have created a significant volume of bilingual Web pages in Tamil and English. One of the most 
important Web site for teaching and learning of Tamil language was created by University of 
Pennsylvania's Penn Language Center (PLC). 
 
Using our system, the Center created a bilingual Website for Learning and Teaching Tamil in 
1996. The project is funded partially by a grant from the Consortium for Language Teaching and 
Learning, with the joint participation of Tamil-teaching faculty at the Universities of Chicago, 
Cornell, and Pennsylvania. The ruling party of Tamil Nadu Dravida Munneetra Kazhagam 
(DMK) Website is another important site, using our system. (http://www.thedmk.org) 
 
Purpose of this paper 
 
This paper will try to explain and demonstrate, how Tamil, one of the Indian languages, has 
achieved the Total Internet Solution, through Singapore Research. Most of my presentation will 
be done through Internet. When Dr Tan and I conceptualised the TamilWEB project in 1994, 
there were only two major graphical Web browsers on the Internet, Mosaic and Netscape2. 
Eudora was the one of the most preferred graphical Email program. PINE was the most 
preferred, Text-mode Unix Emailer, and LYNX was the Textual Browser on the Unix platform. 
Font Tagging was not available at that time. Content on the Web was almost exclusively in 
Romanized characters. English language was dominating the Web. Content in non-Roman 
languages was limited. With these background, we delivered these Internet Tools for our Tamil 
users. 



 
Tamil Internet tools from Singapore 
 
 These Internet Tools originating from our research and software development are free for 
downloading: 
 
TamilNet.ttf (PC propotional font) 
TamilFix.ttf (PC fix width font) 
Tamilnet.hqx (Mac propotional font) 
Tamilfix.hqx (Mac fix width font) 
Tamilnet18.bdf (Unix font) 
Tamilfix.bdf (Unix Font) 
Tamil Keyboard Manager (for PC) 
Tamil Keyboard Manager (for Mac) 
Xkeymap (Tamil input system for UNIX) 
Mirage (CGI Application Software for rendering Multilingual encoding text into GIF images for 
display on web browser 
Applet input sysytem for Tamil word search 
 
Font encoding 
 
The key tool for the project was the creation and design of a Bilingual Tamil-English single font 
system. We have designed a bilingual font set for the display of both Tamil and English 
simultaneously. This was done by making use of the upper extended ASCII character range for 
the Tamil characters, while retaining the basic English alphabet and punctuation intact in the 
lower ASCII range. This will allow most of the Web world in English (or other Romanized 
languages) to be traversed; at the same time, Tamil codes will be recognized and displayed 
correctly when they occur, without having to change font set. Figure below shows the character 
map for the Tamil-English font set. 
 
One important point to note is that the upper ASCII portion does not have enough code space to 
include all the possible Tamil character glyphs (>>200). As such, we made use of the kerning 
feature built into the Postscript and the True-Type font technology to combine two Tamil 
characters into a new character glyph not found in the above ASCII table. 
 
With the combination of two simpler character glyphs to give a more complex glyph, we can 
then include the entire Tamil character set within one single font, together with the English 
alphabet. To allow users to input these Tamil characters, a corresponding keyboard layout 
mapping has been devised by mapping the keys on a normal English (QWERTY) keyboard to 
the extended ASCII range where these Tamil characters reside. A toggle key enables the user 
to switch between the two modes. Tamilnet propotional font was developed to display Tamil & 
English on the Web browser. However, the variable proportional font cannot be viewed in the 
Web browser's Forms. 



 
For this purpose, a fixed width font, Tamilfix was developed. This font is very similar to the 
courier font. The Tamilfix font is simply doing the work of the Courier font. Only with this fixed 
width font, Tamil can be typed in the Web browser Forms. In the Web browser, the form filling 
feature is a very important component for interactivity. If the user wish to communicate in Tamil 
to webmaster or the author of the webpage, he or she has to type Tamil into the Form. 
 
Keying in the Tamil characters in the Forms 
 
 When the user is keying in Tamil script in the Form, the Tamil Characters should appear on the 
Forms as they are typed for immediate visual feedback. Only then can meaningful 
communication and interactivity take place. We achieved this through the Tamilfix font and the 
keyboard input system. Another important factor in any database creation is the Search 
function. If a Search function is not possible in a particular system, creating a database, is out of 
the question. When we launched the TamilWEB on 2.2.1996, we demonstrated the Search 
function. 
 
In the search form, Tamil words were keyed in for searching against a database of Tamil text. 
For search and retrieval, the submitted string in extended ASCII for Tamil (and in English as well 
for bilingual searches) is parsed by the httpd server and submitted as a search string to any 
indexing engine that has multilingual capability. In the case of Tamil, we used a simple 
WAIS-SF indexer and demonstrated the utility. 
 
Hits were returned in the same encoding, and displayed in the same way as described above, 
with bilingual capability. In fact, this powerful search function is taking place across the various 
platforms. In the Singapore Government Web site ( http://www.gov.sg ), searching for Tamil 
keywords by typing Tamil script is possible. The I Agent  search engine will deliver the results in 
the form of webpages, using Singapore Tamil font encoding. 
 
However, in some cases, users are unable to use our fonts and encoding system for unknown 
reasons. In this situation, we have invented another solution. Our research team has produced 
a CGI Application software for rendering multilingual encoding text directly into images for 
display on any web browser as embedded images. It is called Mirage. 
 
When this application is added on to the server, the server is capable of rendering Unicode 
Tamiltext into images for the client browsers, without any helper application or any font 
installation. The significance of this system is that, in the client browser, the user should be able 
to view multilingual information, originally coded using Unicode. For that matter, any encoding 
can also be transformed into images using the MIRAGE system, eg. Unicode, ISCII, 
Kanian-Tamilnet etc. simply by modifying the code table mappings to character glyphs. Now, I 
will be demonstrating another of the important feature of our system. 
 
Viewing Tamil on PC Terminal Emulation 



 
 When we developed the Tamilfix font, we knew that it will make Tamil readable in the PC 
Terminal emulation (eg Telnet). A Shell access user can read Tamil text in the WWW textual 
browser  LYNX. He can also read Tamil in the Terminal Email software PINE. This is a very 
important development for the Tamil language. In many developing countries, the number of 
SHELL access users typically outnumbers the TCP account users. Most users access the 
internet through a character-based terminal emulation rather than a graphical user interface. As 
such, our system benefits a lot of SHELL access Internet users. This was made possible with 
our Tamilfix font. 
 
Keyboard Input Systems 
 
Based on the Phonetic system, a phonetic keyboard for the Hindi language was developed by 
Mohan Thambi in India in 1983. This was subsequently adopted as the main keyboard for the 
Indian languages by the Department of Electronics (DOE) of India. However, this keyboard is 
based on Devanagiri script. Since Tamil is from the Dravidian language group rather than the 
Indo-Aryan, of which numerous other Indian languages belong (e.g., Hindi, Marathi, Punjabi, 
Bengali) (Grimes, 1992), the DOE keyboard is not particularly suitable for the Tamil language. 
 
To overcome the keyboard problem for the Tamil language, the author began an investigation 
into the frequency of occurrence of the Tamil vowels and consonants used within the language. 
Based on this research, a Tamil phonetic keyboard layout was introduced for Tamil computing 
(Govindasamy, 1989), named the Singapore Tamil Keyboard (Govindasamy, 1994a). Later in 
September 1994, the name was changed to Kanian Keyboard at the First Computer-Tamil 
Conference at the Anna University, Madras, India (Govindasamy, 1994b). 
 
The keyboard consists of the 12 basic Tamil vowels placed on the left-hand side of the 
keyboard and the 18 consonants. The 28 basic vowels and consonants are placed in the lower 
case of the keyboard, while the 2 least frequently occurring Tamil consonants are placed at the 
upper case with the 5 Sanskrit sound consonants. For modern Tamil, a vowel will not appear in 
the middle or at the end of a Tamil word; it will appear only at the beginning of a word. These 
basic rules were taken into account when this keyboard layout was designed. 
 
The advantage of this keyboard layout is that 99.5 percent of the time, Tamil characters can be 
typed without pressing the shift key at all. Moreover, the most frequently used vowels and the 
consonants are placed at the home keys (the middle row of the keyboard). This allows the user 
to type 68 percent of the Tamil words by using only home keys. Because of its simplicity and the 
incorporation of the Tamil grammar, this keyboard layout is very popular in Singapore and 
Malaysia and has been incorporated in numerous Tamil front-end processing software and word 
processors, including a commercial version available from the author (Govindasamy, Kanian 
Bilingual Wordproceesor for PC, Mac & Internet). 
 



The project team has devised a Tamil type writer version for PC & Mac, using KeyMan 
Keyboard Manager. From our server we are using KeyMan keyboard Manager. For Unix 
Xkeymap was used to develop the Keyboard Manager for Tamil. These three input devises are 
downloadable from our Website. 
 
Toward Java keyboard input systems for total cross platform compatibility using Unicode. 
 
 Java Input Method Engine (JIME) for Java from CIR, bundled native input methods and 
character display support in a set of applets. At present the users can input Chinese, Japanese 
or Korean text in HTML form irregardless of the locale of the user platform. The Tamilweb 
project team has developed the Multilingual JIMEWORD. Text editor. JIMEWord - JIMEWord is 
a multilingual WYSIWYG text editor. 
 
It supports Chinese, Japanese, Korean, French, German, Thai, Cyrillic, Greek and Tamil. It's 
implemented in Java 1.1 and run on all JDK 1.1 compliant platform. It runs on Unix, 
Windows95/NT and Mac. Able to edit, load and save text in Unicode UTF-8 and UTF-7 
encoding as well as other native encoding like GB2312, BIG5, JIS, KSC, TIS and 
Tamilnet-Kanian (Singapore Tamil encoding). (Now this Java Input Engine is used in Yahoo 
Chinese Search - http://www.gime.com ) As for Tamil, this is the first Text editor, which runs on 
all platforms and saves the text in the Unicode encoding. (NT5 which is supporting Tamil and 
Devanagiri is yet to come on the market.) 
 
Future Direction and Conclusion 
 
Multilingual multiscript URL 
 
Today, the Internet has reached the four corners of the world to a diverse community with 
different languages and cultures. The World Wide Web has progressed to address the 
localization needs of its audience with Web pages in different languages a reality today. 
However, the Internet Domain Name System (DNS) which started out to be strictly based on a 
subset of the Latin 1 alphabet, is still mainly English. 
 
This restriction also applies to other aspects of the Internet which makes use of domain names 
as well, e.g. telnet, ftp,email, etc. Now CIR is creating an experimental internationalized DNS as 
proof of concept that it is viable. It is also creating tools and applications that will enable users to 
key in URLs in multilingual characters (e.g. Chinese, Japanese, Korean, Tamil etc) It is also 
designing a URL forwarding system for multilingual-character URLs. 
 
When we achieve multilingual directory and filenames, we will have fully delivered a Tamil script 
URL in addition to Tamil content on the internet. For the proof of concept visit 
http://www.idns.apng.org . Now TamilWeb Project is slowly moving to Unicode text archive. 
 



The whole Thirukural and part of Purananuru are in two coding in our server. One in Singapore 
"kanian/tamilnet" coding. The next coding is the Unicode. In future most of the digitalized Tamil 
text in our will be in these two coding. With Multilingual Domain Name System, in future, the 
Domain name and the URL can be typed in the Tamil language. 
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A Glyph-Based Font Encoding Scheme  
- TSCII as a candidate for Tamil Computing 

 
K.Kalyanasundaram and Muthu Nedumaran 

Singapore Internet Working Group for Tools and Standards for Tamil Computing 
 
 
Introduction 
 
Dravidian Languages such as Tamil use non-Roman characters. Historically, transliterated form 
of writing Tamil text using Roman characters was the common practice, particularly amongst 
western scholars.   Dedicated softwares (text editors and word-processors) capable of rendering 
tamil scripts using built-in Tamil fonts made their debut in eighties and soon became popular 
particularly in Malaysia and Singapore region.  These commercial softwares were rather 
expensive and so their usage was restricted largely to publishing houses. 
 
Free, self-standing font faces became available in the Internet in the early nineties and this 
resulted in a major explosion in the number of people who can handle materials directly in their 
personal computers. Though exact numbers are not yet available, it is likely that today at least a 
quarter of a million can handle tamil materials in tamil script on computers. This number is likely 
to double as another year passes by. 
 
Last decade also saw phenomenal growth and establishment of Internet as one of the major 
modes of information interchange.  Enormous amount of materials are being produced using 
computers using different operating systems and with different softwares. Information is also 
being exchanged through different exchange protocols (SMTP, NNTP, POP, HTTP, ...).  Facile 
flow of information through different computers and protocols require in a mandatory way some 
standardized font encoding scheme. 
 
A font encoding scheme is an explicitly written convention for handling of language script(s) by 
the computer systems.  An encoding scheme can be glyph-based where one uses a series of 
graphic characters (glyphs) stored at specific locations of a font to generate the script.  All font 
(font faces) then use this same standardized format.  
 
An encoding scheme can also be character-based where one simply defines the basic elements 
required to define the entire alphabet and leave the details of rendering of the script  to 
softwares.  Unfortunately there has not been any single encoding scheme universally accepted 
for Tamil and used by everyone. This has resulted in mushrooming of hundreds of Tamil font 
faces (7- and 8-bit monolingaul and bilingual) in the Internet and near impossible situation of 
exchange of information between individuals.  This paper proposes a glyph-based encoding 
TSCII as a possible candidate for fonts used in Tamil computing. 
 
TSCII  Initiative 



 
Two major developments were responsible for the present initiative. Almost three years ago, 
world-wide discussions started through two Email discussion lists "webmasters@tamil.net" and 
"tamilnet@tamilnews.org.sg". The participants with different background (software developers, 
typographers, linguists , academic scholars, users) are all interested to see an encoding 
standard defined soon. Earlier conference in this series TamilNet'97 held in Singapore 
(organized by the National University of Singapore) recognized the urgent need to define a 
standard and welcomed initiatives in this regard.  The two mailing lists were soon merged into 
one. The present proposal TSCII is the outcome of discussions of an Internet Working Group for 
Development of Tools and Standards for Computing. 
 
Existing Tamil Standards 
 
During this decade nearly all major representatives of hardware and software industry joined 
together and launched a global encoding initiative called UNICODE. Unicode is an ambitious 
character-based encoding scheme to handle all world languages with specific segments 
allocated for each language including. While Unicode is nearly implemented for English and 
European Languages, it is not yet ready for Indic languages. 
 
Before Unicode, in the eighties, Government of India proposed an Indian Standard called ISCII 
to handle all Indian Languages under a single character-based encoding scheme. CDAC, Pune 
developed softwares based on this ISCII standard and these are used in state and federal govt. 
establishments within India. For Indic languages, Unicode has adopted the character-based 
encoding schemes of ISCII. In spite of this parentage of Unicode with ISCII (as far as Indic 
languages are concerned), implementation of Unicode is quite different from that of ISCII. 
Neither the softwares nor text files/databases of one scheme applicable directly to the other. 
 
Due to the difficulties in implementing ISCII in widely used information exchange protocols of 
Internet, CDAC recently proposed a "secondary layer standard" ISFOC. ISFOC is a glyph-based 
encoding standard with no direct inter-convertibility to the parent ISCII. The complexity of file 
transfers between these glyph- and character-based encoding standards takes away all benefits 
of cross-language advantages of this standard. So the situation is far from satisfactory. The 
complexity of these two schemes does not allow usage of any of the thousands of shrink-wrap 
softwares that are available for English language. ISCII scheme can be implemented only 
through dedicated hardware and/or softwares. Fortunately language is comparatively a simple 
language adequately handled by a glyph-based encoding scheme. 
 
 
Biggest challenge today 
 
The goal today is not to introduce one more font encoding to the arena. The biggest challenge 
facing us today is unification of hundreds of font encodings that are in use for today. Any 
standard font encoding scheme proposed today must allow facile migration of legacy 



documents, texts and fonts. Through its elaborate design goals, TSCII initiative attempts to 
address all these pressing requirements. The initiative recognizes that soon (possibly in a 
decade) Unicode will firmly establish itself as the world-standard for multi-lingual computing 
needs. Hence the initiative proposes a glyph-based encoding scheme as an "interim" option till 
Unicode is firmly established in all computer OS and softwares for the market. 
 
Design Goals of TSCII initiative 
 
The following are some of the key Design Goals of the proposed TSCII initiative: 
 
the encoding SCHEME MUST BE IMPLEMENTABLE ON ALL COMMONLY USED 
COMPUTER PLATFORMS (Unix, Windows, Mac and others). New generationsof more 
powerful computers and associated softwares are being released every couple of years. 
The encoding standard should be such that it can be used in all computers released during the 
last decade (backward compatibility) 
the encoding SCHEME MUST BE OPEN. There will no need to get permission from anyone to 
implement the encoding standard in hardwares and softwares. No copyright restrictions of any 
kind. Nearly all of the International Standards for Information Interchange are OPEN standards. 
the encoding SCHEME WILL BE AN 8-BIT BILINGUAL (ROMAN/TAMIL).  The widely used 
lower ASCII set (roman characters and punctuation marks) take its standard location (slots 
0-127). Tamil glyphs occupy the upper ASCII berth (slots 128-255). This is based on the 
recognition that information exchange via widely used methods such as Email and Web is best 
assured if key information (tags) on the nature/content of the file are indicated using the usual 
lower ASCII set. 
 
the encoding SCHEME PROPOSED WILL BE GLYPH-BASED ONE WITH A UNIQUE 
COLLECTION OF GLYPHS to generate the entire alphabet. The encoding scheme should be 
such that there are no ambiguities in the interpretation of the resulting text (by search and sort 
engines for example), no redundancy nor repetition of old style of writing some alphabets (lai, 
Lai, Naa, naa and Raa). The encoding will allow text input as per the current practice of Tamils 
worldwide, without enforcing any language reforms. In view of the near absence of usage of 
numerals, their inclusion can be viewed as an exception. Two main reasons for this exception 
are: 
the need for the encoding scheme to handle very ancient manuscripts (Etext archives) where 
these numerals were in use; 
to allow join the main stream where many of the classical languages have their own numerals. 
Unicode does recognize this key fact in providing slots for these in many language segments. 
The scheme will not include any idiosyncratic, personal, novel, rarely exchanged or private-use 
characters. 
 
the encoding SCEME WILL BE UNIVERSAL IN SCOPE. While keeping grantha characters and 
numerals as part of the glyph choices, the encoding scheme is designed such that the basic 
glyphs are collected in widely used Latin-1 (8859-x) standards. This will ensure that the "pure 



Tamil" message gets through even in the poorest/bad local implementation scenarios. 
Supplementary characters such as granthas, numerals and rarely used alphabets (such as nju, 
ngu, njU, ngU) are to be placed in rows 8 and 9. By providing a couple of encoding slot 
positions as vacant, the scheme will allow software developers to use them as "escape routes" 
to bring in additional (special characters such as old-style Lai/lai/Naa/naa/Raa) characters if 
necessary. 
 
The encoding SCHEME HAS TO PROVIDE COMPATIBILITY to Unicode (and hence ISCII) 
scheme. Proposed inclusion of grantha characters and numerals is relevant in this context. 
Compatibility to Unicode will ensure easy migration of documents to and fro during and after the 
transition period. 
 
Efforts will be made to provide appropriate softwares that will ALLOW SMOOTH MIGRATION 
FROM HUNDREDS OF CURRENT FONT ENCODING SCHEMES. For conversion of legacy 
documents "Converters" will be provided that allow inter-conversion of files between widely used 
encoding schemes and proposed TSCII. The converters will also allow any user to quickly 
generate converter plug-ins for any custom encoding.  For text/data input, several keyboard 
editors will be provided allowing input as per widely used keyboard layouts and existing font 
encodings. This way anyone can continue to do the input in nearly the same manner as before 
but all with the same encode-conformant fonts. Transition to TSCII thus will be smooth and 
rapid. 
 
Details of TSCII encoding 
 
This presents in the form of a compact table glyph choices and their slot allocations (code 
positions) of the proposed 8-bit bilingual encoding. < tscii.gif > 
 
It can be noted that the encoding scheme includes in addition to characters of tamil alphabet the 
following: single and double curly quotes and copyright sign at their code-positions of widely 
used Latin-1 scheme. Having these curly quotes allow ready usage of shrink-wrap software (for 
word-processing, graphics etc.) that are available for use in English and European languages. 
Copyright sign (at its ANSI slot #169) is increasingly used in many of the Internet-based 
documents particularly in Web pages. Presence of this will avoid un-necessary switching to 
other Roman font faces. Two slots (254, 255) have been left vacant as "private use area" for 
software developers. 
 
TSCII encoding and desktop publishing 
 
Undoubtedly, the major use of the tamil fonts (Tamil computing) is in the word-processing 
application. Desktop publishing is becoming the widely used mode for printing even in 
professional publishing houses. During our 2-year long discussions, it was repeatedly pointed 
out that the glyph choices should be such that high quality printing required by professional 



publishing houses must be met adequately. Many of the tamil alphabets are complex forms 
graphically. 
 
It was pointed out that excessive use of kerning (as is the case with 7-bit fonts) renders delivery 
of high quality glyphs rather difficult. Since the number of slots available in upper-ASCII 
segment (#128-255) is much less than the required ones to allocate one slot for each of 240+ 
tamil alphabets, choices have to be made on which of the Tamil alphabets are to be included in 
the native form, which are to generated using modifiers (several keystrokes in sequence). 
 
Choice of glyphs will determine the quality of the output and the slot allocations will determine 
the trouble-free performance across different computer platforms.  It may also be pointed out 
the quality of any font face (outline definition of the glyphs) will largely determine the quality of 
the output. Most of the freely distributed Tamil fonts in the Internet perform poorly in this context. 
Whatever the encoding scheme the Tamilnadu Government adopts as the standard, the world 
of Tamil Computing will benefit enormously if the Government distributes free at least a couple 
of "high quality" font faces through the Internet. 
 
Two factors guide the selection of glyphs 
 
One is the FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE OF THE ALPHABETS STRUCTURAL 
COMPLEXITY OF THE TAMIL ALPHABET so that they can be generated nicely in on-screen 
display and in print with or without the add of kerning and other basic font handling techniques 
already available for over a decade in all computer platforms. It is not a good idea to go for an 
encoding scheme where 80% of the chosen glyphs occur for less than 30% of the actual text. 
Assuming that the quality of the glyphs in the font face are of exceptionally good quality, more 
the number of alphabets in native form, better will be the quality of the Tamil text.  A good 
balance has to be made between frequency of occurrence and the structural complexity of 
some of the alphabets. 
 
Fortunately several of the Tamil alphabets are written as a composite of two or three basic 
components (referred to as "modifiers").  e.g. aakara, ekara, Ekara, okara, Okara, aikara and 
aukara varisai alphabets.  Along with the basic consonants (mei), it suffices to have a select 
collection of modifiers (aakara, ekara, Ekara, aikara, aukara) in the encoding scheme to 
generate all these compound (uyirmei) characters.  There is no need to have these as unique 
glyphs in the encoding scheme.  Similar logic can be applied to grantha series as well.  It 
suffices to include the special ukara and uukara modifiers and can use the Tamil modifier glyphs 
for the rest.  After an in-depth analysis of various options, it was decided to invoke modifiers for 
the "ikara" and "iikara" varisai alphabets and rest of the series are generated directly. 
 
There have been several analyses of the frequency of occurrence of Tamil alphabets and they 
have been used earlier in determination of the keyboard layout. With the choice of glyphs 
discussed above , we have NEARLY  87.07% OF THE TAMIL CHARACTERS 
ACCOMMODATED IN NATIVE FORM in the encoding scheme:  meis with puLLis 28.85%; 



basic meis (akaram eRRiya meis) 23.50%; ukara varisai 11.88%; entire uyirs: 7.00 %; aakara 
varisai (with stand alone "aa" modifier) 6.39  %; aikara varisai (with stand alone "ai" modifier) 
4.41%; eekara varisai (with stand alone "ee" modifier) 1.88%; ekara varisai (with stand alone "e" 
modifier) 1.44%; ti and tii  1.06%; uukara varisai 0.62% and aukara varisai (with e, au modifiers) 
0.04%.  It means that, nearly 87% of the Tamil characters are rendered as native ones without 
any kerning. Their quality will be dependent purely on the quality of the font face design. 
 
Even in the ca.  13% generated via kerning (used mainly in the ikara and iikara varisai), majority 
of them can be generated in quite satisfactory way using kerning procedures.   Kerning is a 
routine font handling technique now available in all of the common computer platforms/OS.  As 
a right-end modifier, the ikara and iikara varisai uyirmeis can be rendered fairly precise on all 
platforms.  
 
So it is likely that, using the proposed glyph encoding scheme, over 98% of the Tamil 
characters can be rendered easily on screen and in print without any loss of quality. 
Techniques such as pair-wise kerning can handle even the residuals adequately. Professional 
publishing houses with more stringent requirements on the glyph display invariably use more 
sophisticated printing equipment and high-end computer systems.  Advanced font handling 
techniques such as glyph substitution (GSUB) through (or without) Open True Type fonts are 
already implemented at the OS level.  Hence it should not be problem for these cases to use 
dedicated software where single form of these alphabets are stored elsewhere and brought in 
wherever they are needed. 
 
TSCII encoding and information exchange 
 
      A second major area of application of the font encoding is information exchange through 
Email and WWW.  We will discuss each of these one by one. With the emergence of 16-bit 
Unicode as the encoding for multi-lingualism, nearly all of the widely used computer operating 
systems now can handle correctly information at this 16-bit level. Computers released in this 
decade (target coverage of proosed TSCII) all can handle 8-bit encoded messages. 
 
EMAIL: Nearly all of Email softwares (including those that are used in shell account access such 
as PINE) are 8-bit compliant. A routinely used communication protocol is MIME (also known as 
Quoted-printable or base 64 encoding). MIME was designed to allow email exchanges in all of 
the world languages without worrying much into the details of the font encoding used. MIME 
simply sends the code positions of the characters (A0, B2, EA etc) and the user/client-software 
recodes the information as the local choice of font face and associated font encoding. 
 
Using MIME it is possible to exchange information across different computer platforms very 
reliably. During the testing of TSCII encoding, we have successfully used most of the commonly 
used Email softwares on all three computer platforms. We have already a handful of email 
discussion lists where TSCII-based tamil exchanges are taking place routinely and the 
participants use many different softwares running on Mac or Unix or Windows-based computers. 



 
WEB: Current versions of both of the dominant Web browsers Internet Explorer and Netscape 
are Unicode-intelligent. Using the "user-defined" case for the font-encoding, we have shown 
successfully that it is possible to present formatted tamil texts (TSCII based) in the form of Web 
pages. Users can read the Tamil materials locally using their preferred web-browser and font 
face of his personal chocie. We have also shown successful demonstrations of information 
exchange of formatted tamil text materials via "portable document format (PDF)" on all three 
Mac/windows/Unix platforms. PDF format is increasingly becoming the preferred mode of 
distribution of formatted materials (e.g. catalogs and annual reports of business 
establishments). 
 
TSCII encoding and database applications 
 
Another major area of concern is on Database Applications. Any encoding scheme should allow 
facile search and sorting of stored/saved tamil information. The information searched could be a 
tamil text viewed on a word-processing application or large database in a business or 
governmental organization. Database handling can be considered in three stages; storing, 
sorting and searching. The database could be directly as plain 8-bit text as per the TSCII 
encoding. Sorting of the 8-bit tscii data can be done through an intermediate layer where glyphs 
are substituted by de-coupled characters and use any of the standard sorting algorithms. A 
demo software "varisai characters 
 
With the very likelihood of Unicode taking the place as the international encoding standard, 
alternate possibility would be in Unicode. An on-fly convertor associated with the application can 
convert tscii data -> unicode for saving in the database and also render data back to the 
application via another unicode -> tscii conversion. The intermediate layering can be transparent 
only to the application developers. Except for an encoding scheme that lists the entire 240+ 
alphabets in the required sorting sequence, usage of an intermediate layer in any glyph-based 
scheme in inevitable. 
 
Unicode has already released some standardised sorting options as RFCs and there are 
already software developers working on developing softwares based on this option. Double-byte 
sorting has also been proposed as an option. Clearly there will be more than one way one can 
do the search and sorting. 
 
Concluding Remarks 
 
The proposed glyph-based encoding is the outcome of nearly three years of discussions in a 
public forum accompanied by extensive field testing by a group of intemet-linked volunteers 
group. It has been shown to be a very viable "interim" option for Tamil Computing. It has the 
support of a broad spectrum of Internet Tamil community. In a short span of two months since 
the present encoding scheme was adopted as the final form by the Internet Working Group, 
many Tamil commercial software developers have produced several TSCII-encoding based 



tools and softwares and agreed to distribute them FREE: Tamil font faces and keyboard editors 
for use in Windows, Mac platforms, text converters to go between TSCII and popular Tamil font 
faces and vice versa, Email software that allow exchanges directly in Tamil, On-fly converters of 
web-pages, etc. 
 
A dedicated Web site for TSCII. 
 
http://www.tamil.net/tscii has also been formed to provide all the necessary technical assistance 
for quick implementation of the standard and to serve as "the site" where anyone can download 
above type of TSCII-based tools. Hence we strongly believe that the proposed standard is a 
very viable one, guaranteed to deliver the goods it promises. We sincerely hope that the 
Tamilnadu Government will give a fair hearing to this proposal and possibly adopt it for Tamil 
Computing as soon as possible. 
---------  
 
  
  



iDNS, a DNS SYSTEM WITH MULTILINGUAL SUPPORT  
Mr Ching-Hong Seng & Dr Tin-Wee Tan Singapore 

 
Abstract 
 
 The Internet is based on IP technology. Packets are routed using IP address which is in 
numerical form, for example 137.132.19.110. While this is useful for routing purposes, it is 
difficult to remember. Thus, we have a domain name system or DNS which translate domain 
names, eg www.nus.edu.sg to IP addresses and vice versa. Navertheless, the current DNS only 
allows a very limited set of characters. While this is not a problem for most English speaking 
countries, this is not so for many countries in the Asia Pacific  region where its own national 
language is more used. Thus, with the internationalisation of the Internet, and the proliferation of 
non-English content, there is a growing need for a  DNS system which is able to handle 
multilingual and multiscript features. In addition,  with the development of Unicode which 
encompass most languages in the world,  including Tamil, it is high time a DNS system is 
designed for non-English speaking  countries.  
 
The iDNS aims to address this issue by  
 
1.Providing a mechanism for the DNS system to adopt multilingual character set  thus allowing 
non-English language domain names.  
2.Retains compatibility with the current DNS standards.  
3.Transparently transform different language encoding to a universally adopted format Unicode  
4.Minimum changes on the client/server easy installation for the system administrator allowing 
end-users to immediately use multilingual domain names  
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 Synopsis 
 
The use of tamil in the word processing / DTP environment has been well established for 
nearly a decade now. The use of Tamil was made possible by the development of a 
 number of fonts by many enthusiastic tamils and software houses. Although every one 
   was aware of the non-standard encoding schemes used by these developers, no 
  serious effort was made to standardise them as it was not a major concern because 
interchange of text between users was very restricted and in the few cases were it was 
required, the problem was overcome by translating programs. But with the advent of 
Internet Computing in the 90s people started communicating with each other and 
suddenly everyone started feeling the urgency for standardisation. Fortunately or 
 unfortunately we are in the process of standardising at a time when the world is moving 
towards a global standard (UNICODE) for information interchange. This is a transition 
 stage and one has not only to think of the present but also the future while evolving a 
standard.  
 
Another major factor to be considered during this process is the fact that 
 in the near future the use of Tamil in computers will not only be restricted to mere word 
processing or DTP but also database operations. Hence if due and proper consideration 
is not given to these major issues the future of Tamil Computing will be at stake. It is with 
this serious concern in mind that this paper attempts to critically analyse the existing and 
 proposed standards. This paper does not deal with the Tamil Keyboard Layout 
standards as it is a separate issue all together.  
 
Introduction 
 
Before proceeding to analyse the available and proposed standards, one has to decide 
on the criteria or design goals these standards have to meet. Any standard must 
necessarily satisfy the following condition<%0>s:  
 
1. It must be capable of accommodating all the Tamil and grantha characters and their 
variants.  
 
 2. It should enable unique character to glyph mapping as far as possible because the 
quality of the printed text is as important as text interchange. Any attempt to create 
character representation by combining glyphs through keming will greatly affect the 
quality of the printed output because:  



 a) Not all word processors support kerning. b) In those word processors that support 
 it, aesthetics of the Tamil character will be lost. c) Softwares with only basic justification 
capabilities pull the combining glyphs apart. This is not a desirable feature in the print 
 media. And even in softwares where you can prevent addition of intercharacter spacing 
during justification, the look of the output will suffer. d) It inhibits the creativity of the font 
 designer from freely designing character shapes. Examples of these problems are 
given in Annexure-A.  
 
 3. It should facilitate easy sorting and searching as it is essential for database applications.  
 
 4. It should be usable on all computing platforms available today and of course without 
doubt on future platforms too. The text based Operating Systems have given way to the 
graphics based OS and are almost obsolete except may be in POS terminals and hence 
need not be considered. Having stated the broad design guidelines, we now have to look 
at the existing encoding schemes in terms of its advantages and disadvantages. This is 
a very daunting task as there are number of different schemes in the market today. 
 
However for the purpose of this study these different schemes are grouped under the 
following heads and each of the heads analysed separately :  
 
1.Bilingual Vs. Monolingual  
2.128 Characters Vs. 256 Characters 3.Single Byte Vs. Double Byte  
 
Bilingual Vs. Monolingual :  
 
In Bilingual fonts Character Sets of two different languages co-exist and they share the 
available 256 slots in the font. The concept of Bilingual fonts came into existence in 
 Europe where almost all the European languages shared a common script and varied 
only in a few accented characters. It is the similarity of the script which prompted the 
emergence of the Bilingual font system and not the need for simultaneous usage of two 
 languages. A Bilingual font system meant that font developers could sell the same font 
  for all languages. At the same time and more importantly no major compromises were 
made to accommodate two languages in the same font. There was a perfect one to one 
 character to glyph mapping. Of course an added advantage was that several European 
languages could be used simultaneously without change of font. The use of a Bilingual 
 font system for Tamil with the lower 128 character set being used by the Roman Script 
means that only 128 slots are available for the Tamil Character set and even out of these 
slots a few are unavailable because of some OS restrictions. In the Multilingual font 
 system as envisaged by the ISCII standard too only 128 slots are available. Although the 
Tamil language has 256+ characters which are unique, the design of these individual 
 characters fortunately allow them to be constructed by adjacent placement of two or more 
 component or glyphs. By using this advantage we were able to accomodate the entire 
Tamil character set in a 256 character system and at the same time did not compromise 



  on the individual characteristic of each character. Kerning was completely avoided in this 
system and hence the print quality of the text and the display quality too did not suffer in 
any way. If we have to live with only 128 slots then only two options are available. The first 
 is to use sophisticated Glyph Substitution techniques to ensure that each tamil character 
had a unique glyph and the second is to compromise on the quality of the printed text. 
 
The first altemative is just evolving and is currently not available on low end software 
 packages. Hence only those users who can afford these expensive packages can benefit 
form it. The second alternative is really not an alternative and is only a poor man's choice 
to say the least. Having said that, the pertinent question now is Why Compromise at all? 
Why should English be used along with Tamil in the first place? Is it to satisfy the needs 
of a few who would like to use English along with Tamil without changing the font? In the 
 few cases where arguments are forwarded for the necessity of co-existence of English 
and Tamil can we not find a work around? Is it really impossible to use Tamil on the 
 Intemet without providing for the English script in the Tamil font? Is it because of 
convenience that we choose to have a bilingual font? Is it that this is the only solution 
which will ensure a trouble free use in database applications? Should the quality of the 
Printed Output suffer because of this unnecessary compromise? By using monolingual 
fonts have not English-Tamil Dictionaries been printed by using available off the shelf 
DTP packages? Have not ordinary users printed great looking letters and articles 
containing Tamil and English text by using monolingual fonts even on low end word 
 processors? Should the Publishers and Printers, who produce millions of books and 
magazines, go in for expensive software just to satisfy the needs of a few who need 
English along with Tamil in the same font? The above questions which repeatedly come 
to our mind cannot be simply ignored or wished away. The argument that by using a 
bilingual font like TSCII vl.6 one can print a text that has nearly 87.07% of its characters 
 looking correct is simply not acceptable. Does it mean that the remaining 13% of the 
characters should be overlooked because of the compromise? Is it acceptable to us if 
87% of an image in a photograph is in good focus and the remaining not? Well, 
compromises can be made and should be made if there is no other alternative and if the 
future of Tamil is at stake. But till then let us not talk or even think about compromises. 
 
One final thought on this subject. If the Tamil scholars agree to simplify the tamil script 
and form words just by placing consonants and vowels like the Roman Script then of 
course it will be possible to even have a multilingual font without any compromises 
instead of a bilingual one !!  
 
128 Characters Vs. 256 Characters :  
 
Most of the above arguments in favour of monolingual fonts apply here too. Suffice it to 
say that only a 256 character based monolingual font will be capable of meeting the 
needs of the Tamil Text Processing enviromnent. As far as the database applications go 
both the monolingual and bilingual font systems based on a 128 character set will pose 



varying degree of problems in areas for sorting and searching which is so vital to these 
applications. But several attempts have been made and it is definitely possible to arrive at 
 a solution once we decide on a standard character encoding scheme. This may not be a 
big stumbling block.  
 
Single Byte Vs. Double Byte :  
 
The double byte system has been widely used by the Chinese, Japanese and Koreans. 
This has helped them to accommodate the several thousand characters in their script. 
The far eastern edition of Microsoft Windows edition supports several double byte 
character sets. Why not try to develop a double byte character set system for Tamil also ? 
 
On the face of it, it might be a ridiculous suggestion. But in reality it is not. We are only 
now in the process of standardisation. We should have an open mind and discuss the 
pros and cons of this system and if the pros outweigh the cons we should definitely adopt 
the double byte system. The single byte based Tamil fonts have been in use for over a 
decade and we have had no problem except that of standardisation. In fact we are all very 
comfortable with this system and all readily available software packages are able to 
handle Tamil easily. Then Why a double byte system? Let me now answer that question. 
 
Mind you the thoughts that I am now making have not been researched but only serve to 
 kindle us to think with an open mind before making a final decision on Standardisation. 
Till a few years back the use of computers in India was mainly limited to business 
houses whose requirement of Tamil, if at all any, was limited only to the word processing 
environment. But the present policy of the Government of India and several State 
Governments has brought the computer within reach of the common man. In this 
changed scenario we can now think of extending the use of Tamil to database 
applications also. As we are aware sorting and searching processes are very vital to 
these application. The present single byte encoding schemes can be used provided we 
 have a separate sorting algorithm for Tamil.  
 
he computing world is now moving towards UNICODE which has established a global standard 
for text information interchange. The 
UNICODE standard only aims at having a single comprehensive coding scheme for all 
 the different world languages and is not concerned about transliteration of these 
  languages as envisaged by the ISCII standard for Indic languages. The ISCII standard 
specifies only a 128 character set for each of the Indic languages and all the 
 disadvantages of the 128 character set as discussed earlier applies to the ISCII 
standard. The ISCII standard gives unique location for each of the vowel, consonant, and 
  modifier characters and leaves the screen rendering process to the software / Hardware. 
This has been adopted to make transliteration between the Indian languages possible. 
But transliteration is not perfect because of the inherent differences in the languages. 
Even presuming without admitting that the available transliteration is sufficient, the use of 



 transliteration is very insignificant and the standardisation process should not consider 
 this as a major criteria. In cases were transliteration is required separate transliteration 
software can be developed. The simple solution will be to disregard the ISCII standard 
and evolve a separate standard for Tamil. But the problem does not end here. 
 
Unfortunately UNICODE has adopted the ISCII standard and allotted only 128 locations 
for Tamil (U+0B80 to U+0BFF). It will not be out of place to mention that several 
languages have been allotted more than 256 locations in the UNICODE structure. 
Examples are Ethiopian (U+1200 to U+137F) and Canadian syllabics (U+ 1400 to 
 U+167F) in addition to of course the CJK languages. This being the case why can't we 
get the required number of locations in the UNICODE structure to accommodate each of 
the 256+ Tamil characters individually and not rely on the advantage of creating these 
characters by adjacent placement of two or more glyphs. By doing this we have a simple 
one to one mapping between the glyphs and each of the 256+ tamil characters. This will 
greatly simplify the sorting and searching process in database applications also. The 
next question that comes to our mind is what about software? More and more 
 applications are now becoming UNICODE compliant and the day is not far off when 
 almost all software will become UNICODE compliant. Hence the question of Software 
compatibility is only a temporary phase. Let us try to utilise the big opportunity given by the 
UNICODE structure to our advantage. Let us not be myopic and still think that only a 
maximum of 128 or 256 character sets are available to us and that we have to cut our feet 
 to match our shoes.  
 
Conclusion :  
 
  The above discussion clearly leads to the conclusion that for the present we should 
standardise on a Single Byte Monolingual font system which facilitates easy sorting and 
searching. The existing Monolingual font systems should be analysed from this point of 
view and a suitable one could be adopted as the standard. A possible starting point could 
 be the Chennai code Version 1.4 which has been proposed by Dr.V.Krishnamoorthy. 
 
These fonts should also without doubt ensure a high quality of printed text which is of 
utmost importance not only to the Print media but also to the cause of Tamil in general. 
But the future of computing lies in UNICODE and we should try to exploit the wonderful 
opportunities thrown open by it. We should seriously think about the Double byte 
encoding scheme as it will greatly help in database applications and we should certainly 
not try to live within the confines of the 256 character limitation.  
 
Annexure -  Problems associated with Kerning  
 
1. Kerned characters loose their aesthetics. As can you clearly see below a single kokki 
glyph will not suffice. The gap between the character and the glyph will be inconsistent 
and in fact for the letters `ma' and `sha' it will almost coincide with the letter itself while for 



the letters `ka' and `sa' it will be far apart.  
 
2. During justification the glyphs of the kerned charactrer will be pulled apart. As you can 
see below the Tamil letter `sa' and the `kokki' are pulled apart in the first row. The letter 
`ma' looks ok in the first row but in the second row it is pulled apart.  
 
3. Because of kerning, characters such as those shown below in the first row cannot be 
 designed as you have a choice of only one `kokki'. With kerning you can only have 
characters as shown in the second row.  
  

  



A PROPOSAL FOR TAMIL STANDARD CODE FOR INFORMATION INTERCHANGE  
 
                         N. Anbarasan Applesoft,  
                         Bangalore - 560 010  
                         Tel: 3386167, Telefax: 3357167  
                         e-mail: aplesoft@vsnl.com, anbu.arasan@axcess.net.in  
 
                         Introduction 
 
Tamil is the only living classical language of the world. It creates interest among the 
researchers world wide. Various universities, Institutions and individuals around the 
world doing linguistic analysis, are involved in Tamil literature archive and analysis for 
various requirernents. The efforts of these universities and institutions are funded by 
 various Governments, semi-governments and non- government institutions, which 
involve crores of rupees. For the lack of a standard - which could meet their requirements, 
Tamil data portability is lost. The data of various projects are being archived in their own 
coding schemes, which is accessible only by those, who created such data bases. There 
 is an invisible difficulty in exchanging the information and processing such information, by 
 others - other than those who had created these data bases. Computers have become 
  an inevitable part of lifestyle of mankind. The Tamilnadu Government headed by Dr. Mu. 
 Karunanidhi is having aspirations of making Tamilnadu a computer literate state. 
  
Computers are being introduced at school levels, it is the foundation to prepare trained 
 manpower to meet the future requirements. Amidst Computerisation at various levels in 
 government offices, departments, undertakings, educational institutions etc. a vacuum 
 felt in data portability of Tamil digital texts, be it a simple letter or a volume of literature. It 
 s noteworthy mentioning that, wayback during 1995 I came forward to offer my software 
  christened Surabhi Professional ver 2.00 to the Government of Tamilnadu, free of cost to 
 be distributed to the needy users by a centralised agency. However, a response is yet 
  awaited  
 
                         Need for standard code 
 
 Tamil being a well structured and having well defined grammar even at word level, a 
 need arises for everyone to convert the available data to a character level coding, which 
 helps in various processing requirements. It can be mentioned that, the advanced 
 technical development such as spellchecker translation, OCR etc., could happen only on 
  the basis of Character coding not on the basis of glyph coding. character coding is a 
 must for information processing and interchange.  
 
                         Need for separate standard for Tamil 
 
 Tamil language is well structured with rich grammar. Tamil language is having different 



  character order than any other Indian Languages, which can in no way be achieved along 
 with any other language. In principle the ISCII is designed based on Devanagari script 
  (please note that ISCII is not phonetic or character coding scheme), which is having 
 contrasting script structure than Tamil. In unicode, all Indian languages are coded as 
  separate standard, which will help to maintain the traditional identity of the languages. 
  Tamil language is wrongly coded in the Unicode standard. As far as ISCII is concerned, 
  the revision of ISCII is ruled out in the near future. The way in which Tamil characters are 
 coded in ISCII is a bottleneck in all the projects. With these backgrounds it becomes 
  necessary to have a separate standard for Tamil. Unicode will emerge as an 
  international standard when the stand alone operating system like Windows 2000 comes 
  supporting it or when the Windows NT becomes the standard desktop operating system. 
  Microsoft has already developed Windows NT lab version with Tamil Unicode. If we could 
 Come out with a standard character code for Tamil, the Tamilnadu Government can 
 appraise Microsoft in using the standard and push to Unicode. 
 
                         Need for Multiple coding Schemes 
 
Any of the present OS can't handle Tamil character codes. These 0Ss are supporting 
 fonts of different formats. However, there are certain application softwares which do not 
 allow selection of fonts. One such application could be terminal emulation softwares. To 
 meet the various requirements of the users, the proposal for Tamil standard consists of 
 three coding systems, namely:  
 
  1. Character based coding 
  2. Glyph based, monolingual font coding 
  3. Glyph based, bilingual font coding The ISCII is also having different coding 
 system to meet different requirements. In any character based coding system, a 
 font is a must for rendering of proper text. 
 
                         ISCII compatibility 
 
 The Government of India is spending crores of rupees on projects of National importance 
 and on Indian Language enabling technologies. To make use of the benefits of such 
 projects and for portability of data it is a must for any software developed for Tamil to 
  support ISCII atleast in the form of export or import facility. Irrespective of the problems or 
  shortcomings in the ISCII, it is a National standard for Indian Languages.  
 
                         1. Character based coding 
 
 We are witnessmg a new horizon blooming for Tamil computing. There is a lot of projects 
  initiated by the Govt of India, which is of national importance. These projects involve lot of 
 processing on data, which is in Indian Languages.  
  



 It is evident from the National and International standards, the coding has to be based on 
 characters and not on glyphs. Following table shows Tamil character coding scheme.  
  
                         Data identification  
  In the present day computers, English is playing a vital role as every aspect of computer 
  is designed using English. It becomes more than necessity to co-exist with English. This 
  bilingual character based coding system is flexible in data identifsication. This is an 
  important feature for data processing, communication, rendering etc.  
 
                         Information processing  
Character coding provides Language analysis and processing facilities, which is the 
 basic requirement for any further development of Tamil specific applications.  
 Phonetic coding and archiving Tamil literature  
 As the coding is, in its basic phonemic level, it becomes handy to archive old and new 
  literature alike. The display rendering system could take care of the script pattern to be 
 used for the data. It means that, by using the phonetic coding system, the literature can 
 be well preserved.  
 
                         Less space requirement  
 As the language is being coded in its basic form, the archiving of data will require less 
 space.  
 
                         Phonetic spelling  
 
 The spelling of a word is the basic constituent alphabets (characters phonetic spelling is 
 essential for grammar based processing such as spell checkers, dictionaries and 
 OCRs. These phonetic spelling is also important in search operations.  
 
                         Portability  
 
 As the data is in its pure alphabetic code, the data can be shared amongst the various 
  researchers, developers for their various requirements with converting the data.  
 
                         Word boundary  
  In applications, the minimum feature supported is search. It entirely depends on isolating 
  words, this coding meets such requirement.  
 
                         Conjuncts  
  When two or more consonants occur together, these consonants join together to form a 
 syllable, and take a different shape, which is very different from its constituent 
 consonants. As these syllables are derived and can be converted to its constituent 
 characters, are not coded.  
 



                         Abbreviations or signs  
 To increase the writing speed of Tamil script, certain abbreviations, were used. Theses 
 abbreviations are difficult to decipher into character codes, without a lookup table. These 
  abbreviations are coded as symbols. This is not exhaustive, and could be finalised to 
 meet the requirement.  
 
                         Convertibility to 7-bit systems  
  There are installations of 7-bit UNIX systems, which are being used for linguistic analysis 
 and processing. This coding system is designed in such a way that, with simple `bit' 
 operations or addition/subtraction operation, the data can be converted from 8-bit to 7-bit 
 and vice versa.  
 
                         Usability on 7-bit systems  
 
 On conversion from 8-bit coding, the data is mapped on to the English alphabets, which  is a 
must for processing.  
 
                         Numerals  
 Tamil is having its own distinct numerals 
 
2.  based, monolingual font coding         s 1. Character based coding        , which is in Indian 
Languages.  
 
  
…….. 
… 
…  
 
  



TOWARDS DEFINING THE DESIGN GOALS WHILE PLACING TAMIL IN THE UNICODE  
 

  Dr. P. Chandra Bose  
  Reader in English  

  Presidency College (Autonomous), Chennai 600 005.  
 
 Abstract  
This paper tries to seek and define certain objectives based on the experience of working 
with various Tamil Desk Top Publishing packages and Word processors while thinking 
seriously about the present attempts of various forums in finding slots in the UNICODE 
for Tamil. The approach is basically as that of a user and at the end a researcher in Tamil 
computing. The objectives are termed Design Goals and an attempt is made to make a 
study of the existing codes at present in view of these Design Goals. Based on the study 
an earnest appeal is made to the forums concerned to ask for more slots for Tamil in 
 UNICODE.  
 
The study finds and arrives at the following Design Goals:  
 
1.We must have unique Tamil fonts, which could be used in all widely used  computer systems 
throughout the world.  
 
2.The font system should accommodate all the possible variants of Tamil fonts and 
the few grantha characters. Each one should have a glyph on its own without any  kerning.  
 
3. Any attempt in evolving a unique font system should not sacrifice the aesthetic quality of the 
printed Tamil text.  
 
4.The font system to be devised should not end up with the ultimate goal of promoting DTP 
possibilities alone. It should provide easy way for data processing  by yielding to sorting and 
searching operations  
 
5.The font system should give adequate place to the creative imagination of the font designer.  
 
 
The study at the end justifies the finding that a minimum of 256 slots are to be asked for 
 Tamil and any encoding scheme must utilise them to have unique glyph based 
 characters. Tamil has subjected itself to various and varying factors of influence and has 
changed at various points of time. No doubt it has changed succumbing to the demands 
 of its developing society and its people. Now it has to face a major force viz. the spread of 
information technology without which no walk of life could continue to grow.From the 
time that computers have started setting in the land of Tamils, throughout the world 
attempts have been made to use Tamil in computers. While English continues to be the 
 language in the operating systems and software packages in the computers even today, 



Tamil enthusiasts have not attempted to alter it and introduce Tamil. Most of their efforts 
ended in finding the language in the screen and to use it to have just texts in Tamil. Even 
capable Tamil technocrats in this field did not think of the laymen in Tamilnadu who have 
no other language to communicate to the world. They must have been and are carried 
away by the faith that most of the Tamil population are educated up to a level of 
  understanding certain core words in English which are found necessary to operate a 
package in the systems. Unfortunately it is not the case. The use of the systems has 
 penetrated to a great extent in the society that the uneducated while attempting to use the 
packages found it difficult to comprehend and grasp the use of it. This factor is to be 
borne in mind when one takes up the task of fixing Tamil in UNICODE.  
 
 
The language should be placed in such a way that it must give way for all computing jobs 
involving data analysis including in the web and not just for the jobs related to Desk Top 
Publishing alone. This should be the primary Design Goal while placing Tamil in the 
UNICODE. So far, lot of work has been carried out in different parts of the world in 
  developing Tamil word processors. The developers are many in the field and hence it 
 has resulted in many non standard-encoding schemes. The enthusiasm and happiness 
 that one achieved in creating and setting Tamil fonts on the monitor and just a text on the 
 paper overshadowed the handicap in such non-standardization. But of late the 
proliferation of the Internet usage and the World Wide Web has made the Tamil using 
community to go in for standardization. And incidentally the intense striving for a 
standardization of Tamil has got up at a time when the computing world itself is moving 
towards a UNICODE, which will provide a universal standard for exchange of data and 
products. Hence our responsibility in recommending and endorsing a standard code for 
Tamil has become of vital and utmost importance. To achieve this end we must have our 
     Design Goals defined and designed properly targeting all our needs not only at present 
 and also in future. Here again we are placed in an embarrassing situation. There have 
      already been attempts towards standardization. Each group and individuals have 
propelled their word processing packages based on different coding systems to the 
 public. Facility for transmission between these packages is provided only within a few. 
 
The developers of these coding systems continue to work with the same zeal and 
   interest. With the result now each one would like to have his or the group's coding system 
get standardized. This tendency must be avoided and future needs alone be the criteria in 
setting the standardization. Among all the attempts made, the coding given in TSCII 
scheme is of much significance. The Tamil using community must stand grateful to the 
  group that has evolved it. An important point to recall is that it was evolved after hectic 
work for two years by leading Tamil technocrats on the globe. Among most of the 
 information interchange packages (like Murasu Anjal) also follow the same coding 
system. This system deprives us of lot of flexibility and benefits, which are available in a 
 monolingual fonts system which is prevalent in most of the DTP packages in Tamilnadu. 
 



      First of all if an encoding system for Tamil is to be universal in scope it can be achieved in 
the given context in monolingual font system alone. In a bilingual font system kerning has 
to be done and it makes the execution slower. Secondly if one takes into account of the 
number of users of bilingual fonts and compare them with the number of users who use 
only monolingual, the second category outnumbers the first. Moreover a driver that 
switches to the other font can be easily made available. Hence one need not sacrifice the 
benefits of a monolingual font system for the sake of the existing bilingual systems. As a 
third criterion we can think of the future needs where we require a package like MS Office 
  in Tamil. We may need to search or sort out large databases. This can easily be done at 
a good speed only in a monolingual font system. Though it could also be tackled in a 
bilingual system it will take lot of time. Anyhow as many desire phonetic encoding could 
also coexist as a standard just for information exchange. Most of us think of inputting the 
 text and getting it in print without much quality. While embedding the glyphs through 
 kerning the beauty of the printed text is lost. The printed text does have an aesthetic 
appeal, especially to the young learners and at any cost it should be preserved. This can 
be maintained only in the case of a monolingual font system with reference to Tamil. 
While designing a font, a font designer should have adequate place for his creative 
  imagination. This can be made possible only if we have place for all the characters in 
Tamil through monolingual font system. Each possible character should be represented 
 as a separate glyph. Then only it will be easy for a graphic based system to work fast. We 
are sure that we will not reverse ourselves back to text based system. Hence to 
accommodate all the Tamil characters along with the needed few grantha characters we 
have to follow the monolingual font system. A change, though for more power and 
facilities, is looked at with askance by those who are reluctant to change the track. Hence 
 nowadays voice of objection is heard from the quarters of the technocrats who were 
responsible for the early well-knit attempts in Tamil computing. They even recommend to 
have some adjustment and sacrifice with the language use. What we do today will be 
passed to our future generations. Let our successors do not blame us in future for not 
resorting to a change for the best. First of all why should we give up certain benefits and 
why should we sacrifice for a few.  
 
Hence the above arguments place before us the following as our Design Goals before us:-  
 
1.We must have unique Tamil fonts, which could be used in all widely usedcomputer systems 
throughout the world.  
 
2.The font system should accommodate all the possible variants of Tamil fonts and 
the few grantha characters. Each one should have a glyph on its own without any kerning.  
 
3.Any attempt in evolving a unique font system should not sacrifice the aesthetic quality of the 
printed Tamil text.  
 



4.The font system to be devised should not end up with the ultimate goal of promoting DTP 
possibilities alone. It should provide easy way for data processing by yielding to sorting and 
searching operations.  
 
5.The font system should give adequate place to the creative imagination of the font designer.  
 
These Design Goals naturally lead us to have at least a minimum of256 locations in the 
UNICODE system. But unfortunately the Unicode Consortium 
based on ISCII has assigned only 128 locations to Tamil. This was done without 
 taking into consideration the complexities of character formation in Tamil. ISCII's 
goal was to provide a computing environment where users without knowing the 
Indian languages can learn them through transliteration. In the process of 
 achieving this a lot was sacrificed and end goal was also achieved only to the 
extent of transliterating proper nouns. Moreover there are lot of difficulties in the 
  ISCII standards which are obviously felt in tasks like sorting, indexing and in 
 identifying the characters. With the above Design Goals and the encoding 
 schemes available, the Chennai Code Version 1.3 satisfies most of the needs 
enumerated above. But our needs grow and timely revisions and formation of new 
 codes are necessary. Let us get the required locations from the Unicode 
consortium and work on. We are safe in the sense that we have time to press 
 forward our request for more locations. Now it should be our endeavour to seek 
for a minimum of 256 locations and if possible more. We are not greedy in asking 
 for more; in future we may include a few more characters in Tamil due to the 
spread of knowledge in new vistas or we may modify some of the existing 
characters. In the light of some of the world languages that have got more than 
256 locations let us also ask for more. More locations will have more flexibility in 
providing a suitable system in this fast changing and growing world. The situation 
that we meet today is only a transitory one and we can get things done if we 
construct or reconstruct our theories first. Let us all work together keeping the 
future needs and generations in mind. In our world nothing is permanent except 
 the change. Let us change for the best.  
 
 
  
-------  
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Introduction 
 
Any language needs a standard encoding system for easy transportability of data across 
platforms (DOS, Windows, Unix, Mac, etc.) and application softwares. ASCII is one such 
standard for all the languages using Roman Script. There are many basic differences between 
these languages and Tamil. The writing system of the languages like English is basically a 
spelling based one whereas Tamil, for that matter any Indian language, is a syllabic language. 
Due to this difference and the complexity of Tamil scripts, there are problems in constituting a 
single encoding system. Again due to the lack of a standard code, many codes came to exist 
and created hindrances in data transportability and information interchange in Tamil.  
 
Standard Encoding System:  
 
Whether Glyph Based or Character Based  
 
In information technology Characters are abstract information elements in the domain of coding 
for data interchange whereas glyphs are abstract presentation elements in the domain of 
presentation processing....... Further - A character conveys distinctions in the meaning or sound. 
A character has no intrinsic appearance. -A glyph conveys distinction in form or appearance. A 
glyph has no intrinsic meaning (ISO/IEC Working Draft, 1996. page 3). It means that characters 
represent sound and meaning of a language whereas glyphs represent the writing of the 
language. Even historically speech preceeds the writing system of a language. Writing.... is a 
late cultural invention and it comes later than articulacy in the history of individuals and writing is 
a device to record and a tool to represent speech (Srivatsava and Gupta 1990:12-13). It is clear 
that the basic encoding system for information interchange must be a character based rather 
than a glyph based one.  
 
 Glyph Based Encoding System  
 
As far as Tamil is concerned, character based encoding system alone cannot meet the 
requirements of Tamil computing. The reasons are  
 
      1) not having one-to-one correspondence between character and glyph,  
      2) more number of graphic characters due to the syllabic nature of the language,  
      3) not having uniformity in consonant-vowel clustering and more importantly  



      4) limitation of technology at system level for handling the complexity of writing systems of 
Tamil like anguages. For different applications like document preparation, database creation, 
e-mail, web page creation, browsing, and searching, etc. on popular platforms like Windows, at 
present, there is a need for glyph based encoding system.  
 
Disadvantage of Glyph Based Encoding System  
 
Data on a glyph based encoding cannot be usable directly for a number of applications, listed 
under category III later in this paper. For any linguistic study on Tamil, characters have to be 
identified and recognized by the system, which is not easy with glyph based encoding system. 
Characters are represented with varying number of glyphs.  
 
For example,  
 
      1) single glyph for two characters (phonemes) h = k + u  
       2) two glyphs for single characterC,= i  
       3)  three glyphs for two characters L = k + o, etc That is, number of bytes per character is 
not uniform. 
      So it is difficult to locate the character boundary. Sorting, which is a minimum requirement 
for word  indexing, dictionary making, etc. is not possible with glyph encoding.  
 
Character Based Encoding System 
 
 As mentioned earlier, character encoding system is the basis for information interchange. 
Standard codes, ASCII, Unicode, ISCII, etc. are character based encoding system. The 
advantages are  
      1) sorting is simple, 
      2) easy data transportability across platforms and applications softwares and 3) Straight 
away usable for NLP related works.  
 
 Short-comings of ISCII for Tamil Computing ISCII code is a character based encoding system. 
It is a standard code common to all Indian Languages. But it cannot be taken as a standard for 
Tamil, for the following reasons:  
 
 i)  The inherent `a' in a consonant does not have a code. This is because of the considerations 
that   L + . = e; this derivation is unnatural. Because of the lack of code for `a' matra, it is 
impossible to  separate the vowel `a' from a consonant. In Tamil, for example, `a' is a morpheme 
denoting relative  participle(RP) marker(peyarecca vikuti), etc  
      eg:TzR=Tz++Averb+Past tense+RP marker  
 
ii) Vowels and their corresponding matras are having two different codes, though they are 
phonetically same.  eg:7=+ B| When segmenting `a: Tu' from `ni:r,'one will get "| which is first of 



all meaningless and while searching for B|, "| will not be counted automatically, as they have 
different codes. Similar problems are there for all other vowels.  
 
 iii)  ISCII follows the alphabetic order of Hindi, and therefore a number of characters are (^, \, Z, 
[, ]) dislocated from their regular alphabetic order of Tamil. So, sorting is not possible without an 
additional programming.  
 
 iv)  Indian language numerals are not in the regular slots of Arabic numerals and therefore any 
computation, when it is needed, is not possible.  
 
 v)  Each of the five plossive sounds (L, N, T, P, R) has three more consonants as its varg- 
as<%-2>pirated, voiced and voiced appirated- in all Indian languages except Tamil. In the case 
of  Tamil, ISCII represents all the four consonants with single letter and thereby a consonant is 
enco<%0>ded with four codes. Thus, unambigious representation of character is not possible 
with  ISCII. For the reasons mentioned above, ISCII cannot be adopted as a standard for Tamil. 
Similar is the case with Unicode, as it almost follows the pattern of ISCII. So, there is a need for 
a separate character based encoding as a standard for Tamil.  
 
 Applications of Computers in Tamil Studies  
 
It is mentioned in the proposal for TSCIIpage 5) that it is likely that over 90% of Tamil computing 
is in the form of simple wordprocessing of plain text. It is worth to mention here that Tamil texts 
have to be first inputted mostly through a word processor to have the data in machine readable 
form. A number of research Organisations and institutions have been working for the last one 
decade on various aspects of Tamil language. To mention a few,  
 
1) the Central Institute of Indian Languages, Mysore has built a machine readable corpora to a 
size of above three million words for many Indian languages including Tamil; software tools for 
the processing of corpora have been developed and currently working on Lexical Resources 
development for 5 Indian languages including Tamil.  
 
2)IIT, Kanpur and University of Hyderabad are collaborately working on a Machine Aided 
Translation       between Tamil and Hindi.  
 
3) C-DAC Pune is working on Spell Checker for Tamil.  
 
4) Tamil University, Thanjavur has prepared a word index for Sangam literature. In most of 
these       works Roman characters are used to represent Tamil, due to nonavailability of a 
standard character based encoding system. If an appropriate character encoding is not made 
available to the researchers, they are, further encouraged indirectly to use Roman characters. 
The greatest advantage of computer itself is that data are stored in electronic media and 
therefore any  manupulations on the data can easily be done. Here the type of applications of 
computer on Tamil  are broadly grouped under three categories.  



 
Category I: 
Document preparation, Information exchange through Internet and e-mail, searching, CAI and 
CALL packages, Multimedia Titles, etc. 
 
Category II:  
Calligraphic works - Desk Top Publishing in publishing houses, Newspapers, Magazines, 
Advertisement agencies, etc.  Category III:Sorting, Indexing, Information processing and 
retrieval, Corpus building including literary archives, NLP works which includes morphological 
analysis, syntactic parsers, semantic analysis, etc, Machine Aided Translation, 
(Electronic)Dictionary compilation, Language Standardisation, Style 
analysis,Text-to-speech(Speech Synthesis) and Speech-to-text (Speech recognition), etc.The 
above classification is made on the basis of the requirement of different encoding systems for 
Tamil. They are  
 
      1. = A Bilingual Glyph based encoding for category I  
      2.  A Monolingual Glyph based encoding for category II  
      3. A Bilingual Character based encoding for categoy III O. S. like windows has the feature of 
storing       the text in 1) the format of the packages used 2) print-files and 3) ASCII format. It 
shows that data  created can be stored in different formats depending upon the future use of the 
data. In case of Tamil, the same principle can be extended to the coding level, by considering 
the innate complexity of Tamil  writing system and other facts mentioned earlier in this paper.  
 
 Three Standards for Encoding of Tamil  
 
1. Bilingual Glyph based encoding system: 
  
At present a number encoding systems are in use. I studied the characteristic features of four 
such bilingual encoding systems, produced by 1) ING-TSC(TSCII),  2) C-DAC, Pune,   3) 
Govindaswamy, Singapore and 4) Krishnamoorthy, Chennai.  
The chart given below compares the features of them. No., Features, TSCII(1), C-DAC(2), 
Govindaswamy(3), Krishnamoorthy(4)  1. Slots between 128 and 160 are left free, No, No, Only 
3 charactersin 150,, 151,, 157, No 2., Whether all characters are represented or not, Yes, Yes, 
Yes, Yes 3., Whether character representation is unambiguos, expect, No, No, Yes  4. Tamil 
numerals included or not, Yes, No, No, No 5., Special symbols included or not, No, Yes, No, 
only   The encodings is for bilingual use (i.e using Tamil and English together) for the 
applications listed under category I. So the features 4 and 5 are not seriously considered. All the 
four satisfy the feature given in 2. The features (1) and (3) are more crucial. If the slats between 
128 and 160 are defined with Tamil characters, on terminals there is a chance for not getting 
them displayed. So, it is advisable that codes should be above 161. Generally the encoding 
system of Govindaswamy is better and only 3 characters, that too rarly used ones are defined in 
those locations. The other vital features to be considered is that the encoding is unambigious in 
generating graphic characters. Encoding system of Krishnamurthy is unambigious, if we take 



the glyphs defined only in Upper ASCII. To suit the requirements by keeping the constraints in 
view, a bilingual encoding system has been defined and proposed herewith. (Table 2.4.1). It 
satisfies all the three features which are necessary for the applications mentioned under 
category I.  
 
 2. A monolingual glyph based encoding  
 
The purpose of this encoding is to meet the requirements of DTP works. If the encoding takes 
care of all the graphics characters, numerals, and special symbols with no or minimum of 
kerning, that will be a better suitable one for the purposes mentioned under category II. Though 
different monolingual encodings meet this requirements, the one proposed by Anbarasan M/s 
Applesoft has 3 additional features.  
 1. The fonts defined below 128, match with typewriter keyboard layout; 2) All the glyphs defined 
below 128 can make all graphics characters, and therefore, usable in the 7-bits systems like 
pagers, and 3) the alternant forms which was there earlier in use; Nai,'lai' and 'Lai' are also 
available in the system. Because of these merits, the monolingual encoding systems of 
Anbarasan can be taken as a standard.  
 
 3. Bilingual Character based encoding system  
 
To my knowledge only Anbarasan, M/s AppleSoft has defined the bilingual character based 
encoding systems for Tamil, other than ISCII and Unicode. The character codes are defined 
such a way that 1) Tamil Characters occupy safely, above 193 as various standard packages 
often use some slots which are normally below 192, 2) Through bit manipulation Tamil 
characters will occupy only the slots of Roman Characters but not the symbols, 3) Tamil 
Numerals are assigned the codes of Arabic numerals, so that any computing can, even, be 
done with Tamil numerals. 4) Any addition of special symbols, need to be included can be done 
without disturbing the system. Further this encoding overcomes the shortings of ISCII and 
therefore it can be taken as a standard for character based encoding system.  
 
 Conclusion  
 
This paper establishes the need for three standards of encodings, till technology develops to 
handle languages like Tamil only with a character encodings. Provision have to be made for 
conversion from one encoding to another.  
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Abstract 
 
This paper describes the development of a limited vocabulary, preliminary speech synthesis            
system for Tamil, incorporating some rules representing the knowledge sources. A speech            
synthesis system has many applications, such as natural language interface for computers,            
multimedia education packages in Tamil, automatic telephone based enquiry systems in           
TamilNadu Government organizations, audio on-line help in Tamil based IT software, Virtual            
teacher on CD ROM/ Internet, computer based Tamil teaching, automatic document reading            
machines in Tamil for the blind, speech output in Government Online projects (such as that               
proposed with World Tel), and intelligent toys/multimedia aids for children. Speech synthesis            
involves synthesizing intelligible and natural-like speech from text in coded form (ISCII or             
unicode). This involves two major phases (i) the text analysis phase and (ii) the speech               
synthesis phase. The text analysis phase parses the input text into a sequence of basic units of                 
speech. The speech synthesis phase involves the concatenation of the parameters of these             
units and synthesis, after the application of bath segmental and suprasegmental rules for n              
naturalness. Since Tamil is phonetic in nature, characters are chosen as the appropriate basic              
units. Acoustic parameters such as linear prediction coefficients, formant frequencies,          
bandwidths, pitch and gain are presto red for the basic speech sound units corresponding to the                
orthographic characters of Tamil. The parameters are concatenated based on the imp~ text for              
synthesizing speech. In order for the synthesized speech to appear natural, we need to              
adequately model the various features of natural speech, such as courticulation, intonation and             
duration. These knowledge sources are stored in the form of rules. Courticulation rules specify              
the pattern of joining the basic units. Intonation rules specify the overall pitch contour for the                
utterance. Duration roles modify the duration of the basic units based on the linguistic context in                
which they occur. 
 
Introduction 
 
Speech synthesis involves synthesizing, 
 
~. ~.  

Intelligible and natural-like speech from unrestricted text of ~a language. Progress in            
speech synthesis has been made possible by advances in linguistic theory, acoustic-phonetic            
characterization of sound patterns, mathematical modeling of speech production, ~structured          
programming and computer hardware design. Potential Applications of a speech synthesis           
~system in Tamil include 
 



1. Natural language interface for computers 
 
2. Self-learning multimedia education packages in Tamil 
 
3. Automatic telephone-based enquiry systems in all Thailand Government organizations.  
 
4. Audio on-line help in (futuristic, but positively feasible) Tamil based IT software 
 
5. Virtual teacher on CD ROM/ Internet (for distance learning/ Open Universities) 
 
6. Computer based Tamil teaching (speaking books, multimedia dictionaries) 
 
7. Text to speech in Tamil and voice mail 
 
8. Automatic document reading machines in Tamil for the blind 
 
9. Learning IT in Tamil 
 
10. Speech Output in Government Online projects (such as that proposed with World Tel) 
 
11. Intelligent teaching toys/ multimedia aids for children. 
 
Developing a complete speech synthesis system requires proper insight into the human speech             
production mechanism and knowledge of the perceptual significance of various acoustic           
parameters of the speech model. The major issues in the design of a speech synthesis system                
are the following: 
 
? Choice of an appropriate speech synthesis model. ? Collection of data required for segmental               
synthesis. ? Acquisition, representation and incorporation of various  ~ knowledge sources  
that account for the naturalness of speech. 
 
~The common approaches followed for speech synthesis are: 
 
81 '? Concatenation method. 

? Synthesis by rule method. 
 
~ The concatenation method involves collecting and storing the basic units of speech `[O' 
Shaugnessy 1984, Lukaszewicz et al 1987]. The basic units in the text to be synthesized are                
~identified and the stored basic units are concatenated to get the speech output. In synthesis by                
rule ~method, a set of rules operate on the given text to produce a parameter sequence which is                  
then d~synthesized. The rules are for the generation of basic speech units (acoustic -phonetic              
knowledge) ~and for the naturalness of the synthesized speech (Allen 1976). 
 



Materials and Methods 
 
Characters are more compact than phonemes, but their sounds vary with the place of              
occurrence in a word, especially for non-phonetic languages. Whereas for phonetic languages,            
each character has a unique script and pronunciation. Since Tamil is phonetic in nature,              
character could be an appropriate choice as basic unit, which we have chosen. A character in                
Tamil can be any one of (i) consonant-vowel sequence (CV) (ii) consonant alone (C) (iii) vowel                
alone (V). Cluster characters such as CCV and CCCV etc can be generated by combining               
appropriate Cs and a CV. 
The other advantages in choosing the character as the basic unit are 
 
'? The number of characters are not so large (around 250 in Tamil). '? Consonant to vowel                 
transitions are preserved in the characters itself. '? characters have a more natural             
pronunciation than the phonemes, diphones, etc. 
 
Model of speech production 
 
Speech sounds are produced as a result of acoustic excitation of the human vocal tract. When                
the vocal tract is excited by a series of nearly periodic pulses generated by the vocal cords, the                  
sounds produced are termed as voiced sounds. All the vowels come under this category. When               
the excitation I is produced by air passing turbulently through constrictions on the vocal tract,               
the sounds produced - are called unvoiced. The consonants like \pa\ & \sa\ come under this                
category. The speech production model has been developed with an assumption that the             
variations in the vocal tract shape with time can be approximated with sufficient accuracy by a                
succession of stationary shapes. These set of stationary shapes of the vocal tract are modeled               
as discrete time varying digital filters. With this basic idea of speech production model, the               
various acoustic parameters can be understood well. The acoustic parameters and their relation             
to the human speech production model are described below. 
 
? Pitch : It is the fundamental frequency, ${F_0}$ of the vocal cords. The typical values             
are 

50-200 Hz for men, 150-300 Hz for women and 200-400 Hz for children.  
? Formants: These are the resonant frequencies of the vocal tract. Their values depend on             
what is uttered. Only the first three formant frequencies are perceptually significant and they lie               
below 3000 Hz. 
 
? Bandwidths: Bandwidths determine the concentration and distribution of energy near the            
formant frequencies in the spectra of the signal. 
 
 
? LPC : These are the linear predictive coefficients, i.e, filter coefficients of the all-pole  
model of the vocal tract. 
 



? Gain : Energy of vibration of the vocal cord. 
 
Construction of the basic unit database 
 
The basic unit database has to be developed with great care as the quality of the synthetic                 
speech 'predominantly depends on the quality of the basic units. Certain guidelines need to be               
followed in developing the database. They are as follows. 
 
? The basic speech unit has to be embedded in some carrier word which needs to be                 
meaningless in ~order to avoid any prosodic bias. 
 
'? The carrier word should be so chosen that the basic unit of interest is easily separable *om it.                   
The motivation behind extracting the basic units from some carrier word rather than uttering it in                
isolation is that, we can use the duration of the basic unit extracted from the carrier word as the                   
default length for synthesis. The carrier words recorded are digitized at a sampling rate of 10                
KHz. Waveforms of the basic speech units are carefully separated from the carrier words using               
an interactive audio 
 
•editor package, Goldwave. 
 
|Pitch extraction 
 
'We have used the simplified inverse filtering technique (SIFT)} for pitch extraction (Markel             
1972). ! The speech waveform s (t) is first filtered by a low pass filter with a cut-off at 0.8 KHz.                     
After sampling 
 
•The filter output at 2 kHz, the first five terms of the short-term autocorrelation sequence are                
calculated ~for an appropriate input length (corresponding to 32 msec) of data. Then a set of                
linear equations are solved for inverse filter coefficients a_i. Knowing a_i, the inverse filter              
output y_n can be calculated. The output autocorrelation sequence r n is then calculated as the                
autocorrelation sequence of y_n. Atter r n is obtained, the largest peak within specified limits is 
Found. If the peak is above 'a threshold (0.4), then that frame is classified as voiced and the 
Reciprocal of the location of the peak is the pitch, F_O. If the peak is less than the threshold, the                    
corresponding frame is classified as unvoiced, with F_O =0. The advantage of the SIFT              
algorithm over other algorithms is that, the voiced ~and the unvoiced regions are satisfactorily              
classified with the same threshold for all the frames. 
 
Linear prediction coefficients and Gain computation 
 
~We have used the Levison-Durbints recursion algorithm to extract the linear prediction            
coefficients •and gain for each frame of the data. Linear prediction synthesis There are two               
parametric models of ~speech synthesis. They are 
 



? The linear prediction synthesis. ''7 The formant synthesis 
 

The linear prediction (LP) method (Makhoul, 1975) is based on the speech production             
model, where the vocal tract is modeled as an all-pole digital filter of order 'p' and gain, G. Here                   
every 'speech sample is computed as the linear combination of a certain no of previous speech                
samples and a sample of the excitation signal. The advantages of the LP model are the                
following: It can represent fairly well most of the speech sounds except nasals and voiced               
fricatives. '? Efficient methods for automatic extraction of linear prediction coefficients are            
available. The disadvantages are the ~following: ? It cannot model zeros in the speech              
spectrum and hence it does not model speech sounds.like nasals satisfactorily. '? It is very rigid                
against spectral level modification. Because of these disadvantages, adjustments of peak           
frequencies (formants) in the spectrum are not possible. The second disadvantage is very             
severe making it impossible to incorporate the knowledge due to coarticulation 'which modify the              
spectral peaks contextually. The formant synthesis requires the estimation of bandwidths from            
the spectrogram of the signal. The spectrogram required for the accurate ~measurement of             
bandwidth should be of very good resolution. Since we do not have the necessary ~equipment               
to get a very good resolution spectrogram, we could not use the formant synthesis. 
 
 
Excitation source 
 
The quality of the synthetic speech generated by these parametric models depends on the              
excitation~ signal used as input. The excitation signal should be such that its spectrum is white.                
This is because,' it is easier to shape the white spectrum according to a model, compared to a                  
colored spectrum. Based~ on the type of the sound to be synthesized, the excitation signal               
should be either a white noise. Sequence (for unvoiced sounds) or periodic pulses a pitch               
period apart (for voiced sounds). We have' used the Fant's excitation model for excitation signal               
generation (Childers, 19). In this model, the' energy is distributed over one pitch period. Hence               
the synthesized speech obtained using this type; of excitation is significantly better compared to              
the speech generated using impulse excitation. The~ parameters of the model are T1 =50% of               
pitch period and T2 = 12% of pitch period. 
 
Knowledge sources for naturalness 
 
Mere concatenation of the signals corresponding to the basic units of speech does not produce'               
intelligible and natural sounding speech. To produce speech from a given text, human beings              
use~ several knowledge sources such as phonetics, phonology, morphology, syntax, semantics           
and' pragmatics (V.R. Ramachandran, 1991). It is necessary to incorporate these knowledge            
sources in a~ suitable form in the system to accomplish the same task. Human speech is                
characterized by segmental ~ and suprasegmental features which collectively contribute to the            
naturalness of speech. A segment' rel`ers to some small chosen unit of speech (eg phonemes,               
syllables etc). Segmental features refer to I those, which decide the phonetic quality of the               
segment. Suprasegmental or prosodic features have i their domain extended over more than             



one segment. The suprasegmental features are influenced by~ factors such as phonetic and             
syntactic context, semantics and emotional state of the speaker. In' continuous speech, the             
segmental features are subjected to changes decided by phonetic context. These ~ changes             
are caused by the co articulation effect and give rise to certain joining patterns between'               
adjacent speech units. One needs to acquire the knowledge pertaining to these features from              
natural specch. Their incorporation into the system makes the synthesized speech sound            
intelligible and natural. Some of the knowledge sources identified here are co articulation,             
intonation and duration. ~  Intonation in Tamil  

 
j 
 
With the knowledge of the general declining tendency of the pitch contour of declarative              
sentences ~ (A.S.Madhukumar et al,1991), we have developed a model to synthesize intonation             
pattern for simple I declarative sentences. The model is developed based on the observations              
from a set of 25 declarative sentences read out by an adult, male, native speaker of Tamil. The                  
model assumes that? F_0 for~ any simple declarative sentence fluctuates between two abstract             
lines, a base line and a top line. ? 
 
The top line is determined by the value of the first peak of the first word and the last peak of                     
the~ last word of the sentence. 
 

? The base line is determined by the valley following the first peak of the first word and                  
the valley of the final word of the sentence. 
 

? The intonation contour is characterized by the local falls and rises of F_0 based on the                 
stress on the words of the sentence. 
 
The F 0 values of the valleys and the peaks in each word are computed from the corresponding                  
values taken from the base line and the top line respectively. The intonation knowledge modifies               
the default pitch values of the basic units. The nature of the underlying sentence (declarative,               
interrogative, yes/no type, etc.) is determined and based on that, the corresponding intonation is              
provided to the 
 
Pitch contour, prior to synthesizing. 
 
Incorporation of duration knowledge 
 
Studies have been made to determine the change of duration of the basic units in different                
contexts (B.Yegnanarayana, 1994). From these studies, rules are formulated to modify the            
duration of the basic units during synthesis, depending on the context in the input text. Some of                 
the rules are the. Following. 
 



? Positional effect: The duration of a character at the beginning of a word is increased by                 
10% 736 and that at the final position, is increased by 30%. 
 
. 

? Prepausal lengthening effect: The duration of a character appearing before a pause is              
increased. If the pause is due to a punctuation like comma, then the final character of the word                  
preceding the pause is increased by 35\%. If the pause is due to sentence ending, then the                 
increase will be by 35\%. If the pause is due to any other syntactic boundary, then the duration                  
of the character will be increased by 30%. 
 

The base duration, D_O, of the basic unit is taken from the carrier word. Since the carrier                 
word is spoken in isolation, the actual base duration in continuous speech is about 70% of the                 
corresponding D_O. Therefore, the actual base duration, D for each basic unit is taken to be                
70% of D_0. Now, depending upon the context of each basic unit, various rules may be applied.                 
Each of these modifies the base duration, D for that particular unit using the expression               
D_{final} =D + alpha*D/ 1 00 where alpha is the percentage value specified in each rule. The                 
basic units are synthesized for D_{final} duration. The duration knowledge does not modify any              
of the other parameters used for synthesis. 
 
Conclusion 
 
The present speech synthesis system for TtS conversion in Tamil is successful in generating al]               
vowels, all CV units except those that have the consonants \r/, \vl & \p/. The consonants have                 
not been synthesized properly owing to their very short duration. Words without consonants             
have been synthesized with a reasonable amount of intelligibility using the present speech             
synthesis system. Attempts have also been made to synthesize some declarative sentences.            
Proper pitch contour has been provided to the declarative sentences synthesized, in order to              
give proper intonation. 
 
The main contributions of this work are the following: 
 
1. The basic units of speech that are suitable for speech synthesis in the context of TtS 
Conversion is collected from natural speech. 
 
2. Some knowledge sources that account for the naturalness of speech are identified and             
acquired. 
 
3. A representation scheme is proposed for the basic speech units which is flexible enough              
to 
 
4. 
 Allow incorporation of the knowledge sources.  



Demonstration of a limited vocabulary speech synthesis system for a TtS conversion system in              
Tamil, incorporating some of the rules that represent the knowledge sources. 
 

Text to Speech conversion has been one of the focus areas of research for the speech                
scientists for over three decades. Currently available TtS conversion systems in English, that             
are capable of producing highly intelligible speech, are the result of this research. The foci of                
research have only been English, French, German and Hindi. As far as our knowledge goes, no                
work has been done in developing a TtS conversion system for Tamil. So, this is the first                 
attempt in this direction. 
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TAMIL IN CYBERSPACE 
 

 Ramalingam Shanmugalingam (Appu Archie)  
  36, Farrell Court, Marblehead, MA 01945 (USA)  

 
  Courage is the keyword that comes to mind as one ponders about the rapid changes that are 
taking  place before our eyes, and ears. One needs courage to face new situations that at the 
outset may be  perplexing and signal deep changes in our ways of life. Cyberspace to put it 
simply is, ``The virtual  space created by Computer Systems. There are many numbers of 
questions that may arise out of  making this world into a ``Global Village.Until such lofty ideas 
take any shape, life has to go on and  we have to find ways to overcome fears of new 
challenges and opportunities that will serve to make  our lives better.  
 
  Tamil, more than anything-else, is the mother tongue of more than 70 M people. The tradition 
and  culture of the Tamils allow them to mix and assimilate easily with other ethnic groups and 
yet maintain  their identity in tact in most cases. Absence of a free Tamil country has begun to 
show signs of loss of  Tamil identity. Nevertheless, the enthusiasm and interest in Tamil shown 
by a few Tamil expatriates in  the so called Developed countries is a good omen to future 
retention of Tamil interest via Cyberspace  as well. It becomes necessary to ignore the realities 
of most Tamil lives in developing countries, as  economic conditions will dictate a more somber 
attitude towards investment in more sophisticated  technological advances when there is still the 
hang-ups about basic human needs. Thus hampering  much needed technological advances. In 
the meantime, we should not feel increasingly isolated,  dependent on others, apparently 
without needed resources to find a lifestyle we deserve. The days of a  rigid agrarian society are 
a distant memory and happily so, even though a larger population is  dependent on Agri based 
industries.  
 
  Technology proved to be a major gift in changing the rigid society in the last 50 years into a 
society  open to its promise and given the environment, learn well enough to use technology 
properly. But  unlike the Americans. Tamils should not replace a solid based hardware industrial 
complex with a more  abstract cyberspaced virtual reality type of bubble economy. It is said that, 
that the most valuable  corporation in the US and the world is Microsoft, the software company. 
If the world economy is  dominated by `information' companies, financial shocks are bound to 
happen and this may lead to the  inevitable  
 
  Big church some scientists predict will happen sooner than later. In short we should develop 
our own  software that we can use to make our life better but not to spell disaster by depending 
on others.  Computers can break through barriers in life and connect with other people. 
Computers are beginning  to bring the whole to us. It is true that many of us are threatened by 
computers and all the mysterious  things connected with it. The car is a complicated piece of 
equipment and we are not threatened by its  ability to function with the least effort and 
knowledge of it by us. Yet its dangers on the road are not  minimized by our affinity for the car. 
Similarly, the computer in addition to being a hobby can also cut  down distance and time to 



bring people closer in spirit through esprit de corps. The computer can send  messages in 
numbers unlike the telephone, where it is a one-on-one mode of communication. Today,  we 
can face each other though in virtual reality as photo-images, discuss and decide matters as if 
we are  physically present together. Also unlike TV with its limited channels, time and distance 
of access, the  INTERNET is almost an endless ocean of data in Cyberspace, where much of 
the world's information  can be found. I am no Technophile, nor a neophyte, on computers. I am 
learning to be an expert in the  use of a computer, and leave the web of designing and 
developing the more complicated technology to  experts. There still are some important useful 
people in the USA who claim to live out their days  Computer-free.I have found the computer to 
be a source of inspiration to learn more, communicate  better, and less strain on the purse. It 
will be even more economical, if its use is widespread and in  native languages. It is this desire 
that prompted me to get involved in the design and development of a  computer tool for Tamil. I 
was disappointed in the many English translations of THIRUKKURAL 
 
  Most translations appeared to me as either paraphrases or non-couplets English according to 
Richard  Lederer, in his book Miracle of English as a preferred second language outnumbers 
those who use it  natively. English is first or official language of 45 countries. Thirukkural, in its 
native Tamil is  unmatched for brevity, the soul of wit.Yet, English with its large vocabulary, 
burrowed or added to its  dark age low Germanic tongue in the mid 5th century, through the 
Anglo Saxon Old English until  William Duke of Normandy led Normans invade England in 1066, 
conquered Saxons and Danes.  Duke William became King of England. Free Mix of French 
words into Old English gave way to  Middle English.European renaissance between the 14th to 
17th centuries began as educated people  rediscovered the world of ancient Greece and Rome. 
Love affair for anything classical led to taking of  Latin and Greek words that could describe new 
discoveries in Medicine, Art, Science, Geography, etc.,  These classical words entered into 
English through writing-often scholarly writings.It is estimated, that  there are more than one 
million words in the English language although only about 615,000 have been  listed in the 
Oxford English Dictionary. Poet Carl Sandberg said, The English Language hasn't got  where it 
is by being pure Naturally. I began to wonder, why, that THIRUKKURAL that can claim to 
biblical usefulness, has no English version in couplet form e.g. `perukkattu vEnhdum panhital;  
 
  Humility in Prosperity  
  Dignity in Adversity.  
 
  English by Appu Archie *I am using and will use Yarzhan Key to pronunciation when using 
English  Phonemes in all my writings. An Alphabet Chart in Roman Script for Tamil is given 
below: I had  difficulty typewriting Tamil in computers before 1993. Whatever software or Fonts 
available for Tamil  then were based on the Typewriter Keyboard. One look at the Keyboard 
Matrix convinced me that  there must be a better way to make Tamil typewriting with computers 
easy and logical, a prerequisite  for any Tamil software. My engineering background and love 
for my mother tongue prompted me to  look for a Tamil answer to a word processing problem in 
Tamil depending on a Western or English  origin computer for Tamil. Every language has its 
share of Literature, Music and Drama, but Tamil is  perhaps the only language that has given 



language a life and body, namely `ujir and mej' and all Tamil  letters are either life or body and a 
combination of body and life give body with life letters or `ujirmej  ezuttukkaL.'Tamil has 247 
letters, depending on 31 Basic Letters thus: Vowels - `ujir', `aA, iI,, uU, eE, y, oO, w(av)(Of the 
12 `ujir' 5 are short and 7 are long vowels.)Velar Fricative - (<$Esymbol 
  1Consonants - `mej'18  
 
  Total Basic LettersEach Consonant in combination with each Vowel can produce a third letter 
or a  dependent letter called `ujirmej.'    18 Consonants and 12 Vowels produce Dependencies -  
 
  Total number of Tamil 247 The 5 pairs of short and long vowels can be represented by 5 upper 
and  lower cases of the QWERTY Keyboard  
 
Number of Keys required to represent 31 basic letters is (31-5)s26  
 
Please refer to the CPD- YARZHAN TAMIL-EDITOR CHARACTER MATRIX below: 
 
Obviously, Tamil language with its renown antiquity falls easily into modernity by being easily 
represented by the 26 Keys of the QWERTY Keyboard without exception. There is one 
shortcoming in using all 26 Keys to represent Tamil, as any transliteration will not be accurate, 
since letters represented by sounds not in Tamil will give rise to confusion.  
 
  



நிைற�நிைற� விழாவிழா சிற��ைரசிற��ைர  
தமிழகதமிழக �த�வ��த�வ� கைலஞ�கைலஞ� ��. க�ணாநிதிக�ணாநிதி 

 
ேந��� இ��� தமி� அறிஞ�க� ஒ�றாக �� ���கைள அறிவி�தி��கிறா�க�. இ�� ேபசிய மாற� 
�றி�பி�ைகயி� இர�� தமிழ�க� ஒ�றாக �� ஒ���ைவ எ��க ���மா? எ�ற ஐய�பா�ைட 
ெசா�லி ேக�வி��றியாக வி���ெச�றா�. ேம�� நா� ஏமாற�ேபாகிேற� எ�� �றி�பி�டா�. நா� 
ஒ�ேபா�� அறிஞ� ெப�ம�களிட� எ��ேம ஏமாறமா�ேட� எ�� தி�டவ�டமாக 
ெதரிவி���ெகா�கிேற�. 
 
இ�ேக எ��க�ப�ட ���க� அத�� கிைட�த ஆதர�, அறிஞ�க� வரேவ�� இவ�ைறெய�லா� பா���� 
ேபா� நா� �த�அைம�சராக ேகா�ைடயி� நா�காலியி� அம��தி���� மகி�Óசிையவிட இÓ�ேக 
அறிஞ�க� ம�தியி� அம��தி��ப� ெவ�� நா�காலியி� அம��தி��பதாக க�தவி�ைல ேகா�ர�தி� 
உ�சியிேலேய அம��தி��பதாக உண�கிேற�. தமிழ�க� ஒ�� �� ஒ� ந�ல ��ைவ எ��தி��ப� 
இ�வைர உ�ள ஏ� அதிசிய�க��� அ�பா�ப�� எ�டாவ� அதிசியமாக ேதா��கிற�. 
 
இ�த மாநா��னா� எ�ன பய�? இ�த க��தர�� எ�ன சாதி���? எ�ெற�லா� ேக�விக� 
எ��தன. இ�த ���க��� பி��� ப�ேவ� விம�சன�க� எ��. கிண� ெவ�ட �Ûத� 
�ற�ப�ட�ேபால எ�� ஒ� பழெமாழி உ��. ஒ� கவியர�கி� இ�பழெமாழி�� ஒ� �திய விள�க�ைத 
நா� ெகா��ேத�. அதாவ�, கிண� ெவ�ட ம� �வி�� எ�ப� �தலாவ� �Ûத�, ெவௗÕவ�� 
அைடப�ட கா�� இர�டாவ� �Ûத�, ெபா�கிவ�� நீ� ��றாவ� �Ûத�, நீ� பிரதிபளி��� வான� 
நா�காவ� �Ûத�, ஆதவனிÓ� கதிரா� நீ�ெதௗÕவைட�� எ�ப� ஐ�தாவ� �Ûத�. கிண� ெவ�ட 
இ�த ஐ��Ûத�க� கிள�பின எ�� ெசா�ேன�. இ�ேக அறிஞ�க� கிண� ெவ��னா�க�. 
ஐ��Ûத�க� �ற�ப�டன. 
 
சா�பி�ேரேடா�� ட�ேதா சாமிேவ�� ேப�� ேபா� இ�தமாநா� உரிய ேநர�தி� உரிய இட�தி� நட�கிற� 
எ�� �றி�பி�டா�க�. தமிைழ ெபா�ளாதார ெமாழியாக ஆ�கேவ��� அத�� உலக அ�கீகார� 
ேவ���, உலக� ��வ�� தமி� பய�ப�� ெமாழியாக ஆகேவ���. தமி� இைணய� சிற�பாக 
ெசய�படேவ��� எ�றா� அ�த அ��பைடயி� தா� ���க� எ��க��டன. 
 
கணினி இைணய� இர��� பய�பா�� ெப�கி� ெகா������ இ�தேவைளயி� தமிழ�க� 
அவ�றி�� அ�நியமாகி விட��டா�. அவ�ைற பய�ப��த பழகேவ��� எ�� ராமசாமி சித�பர� 
பி�ைள அவ�க� �றியத� அ��பைடயி�� ���க� எ��க�ப���ளன. சி�க��Ûரி� இ�த தமி�ெந� 
க��தர�கி�� விைத ேபா�வ� ேபா� தமி� ெந� 97ஐ நட�திய ேகாவி�தசாமி அைத ெதாட��� இ�த 
மாநா���� ப�ேக�� இைத வரேவ�ற� �றி�� மகி��சியைடகிேற�. 
 
இ�த மாநா��� தி� அன�த கி��ண� அவ�க� தி�ட ���� இைண�� ெசய�ப�� தி�ட�கைள 
உ�வா�கி��னா�க�. உலகளாவிய தமி� ச�தாய� உ�வா�கிய தி�ட� எ�பதி� நா� ெப�மித� 
ெகா�கிேற�. 
 
தமி� ெமாழியி� தனி�த�ைம �ைறயாம�� அைத ேம�ப���� வைகயி� ���க� 
எ��க�ப���ளன. விைச�பலைக பிர�ைன �றி�� ஒ�த க��� எ��க�ப���ள� இ� �றி� 
சில��� அதி��தி இ��கலா�. ஏ�கனேவ பழகிய விைச�பலைகயி� இ��� மா�வ� எ�ப� க�ன� 
தா�. நா� விசாரி�த வைகயி� பரி��ைர�க�ப�ட விைச�பலைக�� பயி�சி எ��� ெபரிதாக 



ேதைவயி�ைல இர�� ��� நா�க� பயி�சி ெப�றா� ேபா��, The best and efficient எ�� Phonetic 
விைச�பலைகைய அறிவி�தி��கிறா�க� தனியா� �ைற�� ெப�மளிவி� அவ�ைற தயா� ெச�ய 
ஒ���ெகா���ள�. 
 
எ�க��� எைத�� வ��க�டாயமாக திணி�பதி� ந�பி�ைக கிைடயா�. ெவௗÕநா��� வா�கிற 
தமிழ�க��� ஆ�கில� தா� ெதரி��. தமி� ேபச� ெதரி�� ஆனா� எ�த�ெதரியா� அதனா� அ�ேக 
romanized விைச�பலைக உக�த� எ�பதா� அதி� நா�க� ���கிடவி�ைல. 
 
ஆ��த� coding system என�ப�கி�ற �றியி�� �ைற. நா� இ�� இடஒ��கீ���காக 
ேபாரா��ெகா����கிேறா� இ�த �றியீ�� �ைறயி�� இடஒ��கீ�� பிர�சைன எ��தி��கிற�. 
இ�ேபா� 8bit �ைற�ப� ஒ�ெவா� ெமாழி��� 256 characters ஒ��க�ப�ட���கிற�. 
விைச�பலைகயி� உ�ள control keys, Number keys, ேபா�றைவக��� 64 இட�க� 
ஒ��க�ப���ளன. எ�சியி��ப� 192 இட�க�தா� ஆனா� நம�� ேதைவேயா 512 இட�க� எனேவ 
இ�பிர�சைன�� இ�ேபா� தீ�ேவ�படா�. இ��� இர�� ��� ஆ��களி� 16 bit system ஆக 
மா�ற�ப�டா� 65000 இட�க� கிைட��� அ�ேபா� 512 இட�கைள எளிதாக ெப���ெகா�ளலா� 
எ�� என�� ெசா�லியி��கிறா�க�. œஎன�� ெதரியா� அவ�க� ெசா�னா�க�œ. 
 
International unicode consortium தி� உ��பினராக தமிழக� தீ�மானதிÓ��கிற�. சி�க��Û�, 
மேலசியா, இல�ைக ேபா�ற நா�க� ஏ�கனேவ அ�த அைம�பி� உ��பின�களாக இ��கி�றன. எனேவ 
பி�கால�தி� இத� ெதாட�பாக நம�� பிர�ைன ஏ�ப�� ேபா� அவ�க� �ைண�ரிவா�க� எ�பதி� 
என�� ச�ேதகேம இ�ைல. 
 
�றியீ�� �ைறயி� த�ேபா� monolingual பரி��ைர ெச�ய�ப���ள� தமி� ஆ�கில� இர���� 
ேவ��ெமனி� சிறிய மா�ற� ெச�தா� ேபா�� bilingual �ைறைய பய�ப��தலா�. ஆனா� இ�த 
���க� க�லா� ெச��க�ப�ட மா�ற ��யாத ���க� அ�ல. உலகி� நிைலயான� எ�ப� 
எ�ெவ�றா� œமா�த�œ ம���தா� எ�� கா�� மா��� ெசா�னா�. 
 
இ�ேபா� ெகா��க�ப����ப� ெவ�� �ரா��தா�. தமிழ�க� இைத�பய�ப��தி இதி��ள 
நிைற�ைறகைள ����கா�டலா�. சி�க��Û�, மேலசியா ேபா�ற ப�ேவ� நா�களி� உ�ள அறிஞ�கைள 
ெகா�� �� அைம�� மா�ற�கைள ஆரா��� இ�த ���கைள� ப�றி ேம�� ஆ��க� ெச�ய�ப��. 
இ�தி ���க��� இ� ேபால மாநா� நட�தேவ��ய அவசிய� இ�ைல. வி�ேயா கா�ஃபர�சி�Ó 
�லமாகேவ நா� இ�கி����, மேலசியாவி� ட�ேதா��, இல�ைகயி� ெதா�ைடமா�� ேச��� 
இ�தி��ெவ����ெகா�ளலா�. ேம மாத�தி��� இ�ேபா� எ��க�ப�ட ���கைள� ப�றிய 
க����க� இ�தி��� எ��க�ப�� ெசய�ப��த�ப��. 
 
ட�ேதா சாமிேவ� அவ�க� ேப�� ேபா� virtual tamil world உ�வாகேவ��� என �றி�பி�டா�க�. 
அத� அ��பைடயி�, ஒ� வி��வ� ப�கைல�கழக� ெதாட�க எ�ணி��� அத�� உ�க� 
அ�மதி�ட� œஉலக தமி� இைணய� ப�கைல� கழக�œ எ�� ெபயரி���ேள�. 
 
தமிழி� ெம�ெபா�� உ�வா�க�தி�கான ேதைவ அதிகமாக இ��கிற�. ெம� ெபா�� வள��சி�காக 
தமி� ெம� ெபா�� நிதிய� œ(Tamil Software fund)ஒ�� உ�வா�க�ப��. 
 



Web browsing, voice processing, handwriting processing. Optical character recogniton இவ�ைற 
தமிழிேலேய உ�வா�க �ய�சிக� எ��க�ப��. 
 
ெச�ைனயி� உ�ள அ�ணா ப�கைல�கழக� ேகாைவ பாரதியா� ப�கைல�கழக�, தி��சி ம�டல 
ெபாறியிய� க��ரி ஆகிய க�வி அைம��களி� ��� ஆ�வி��ைகக� ஏ�ப��த�ப��. 
 
தமிழி� இ�ட�ெந� ஆ�� ம��� வள��சி�காக 5 ேகா� �பா� நிதி ஒ��க�ப���ள�. 
 
இ�த தகவ� ெதாழி� ��ப� �ர�சி பாமர ம�கைள அைடயேவ��� எ�ப�தா� எ�க� ேநா�க�. 
 
Electronic Government அைமய இ�த மாநா�தா� �த� ப� அ�ேபா� இ�ேபா� இ��ப� ேபால ஒ� 
transparant Government அதாவ� ஔÕ�மைற� இ�லாத ெவௗÕ�பைடயான அரசா�க� அைம��. 
இ��� ஒரா����� தமிழக� ��வ�� 1000 ச�தாய இ�ட�ெந� ைமய�க� அைம�க�ப��. அர� 
�ைறயி� உ�ள எ�லா ப�வ�க�� தமி�, ஆ�கில� என இர�� ெமாழியி�� கிைட���ப� 
ெச�ய�ப��. இ�� ராமசாமி சித�பர� பி�ைள �றி�பி�ட�ேபால தமி� Tamil Global village is in the 
making எ�� �றி�பி�டா�. அைதேய நா�� �றி�பிட வி���கிேற�. அ�த(Tamil Global Village) 
உ�வாக அைனவ�� பா�படேவ���. 
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                                        உலக தமி� இைணய� க��தர�க மாநா� 
 
             தமி� ெந��கண�கி� �தியன ��த�  
 
             தமிழி� ஒலி??ய�?�: Ø?Ôதிய வரிவ�வ�க� இ�Ù?�� �னிேகா�(?) க�ேணா�ட�தி� 
தீ���காண �ய�சி��  
 
           ெச. ெச�தி� நாத� 
             �ைண ஆசிரிய�, இ�தியா �ேட 
          ெச�ைன 
 
             ?Õழி�  
 
             தமி� ெந��கண���கான எ���� �றியீ�� அÙ??�� விைச�பலைக அÙ??�� 
தரெந��தெந�� இ�த த�ண�தி�, தமி� ெந��கண�கிேலேய சில �திய வரிவ�வ�கைள 
ேச��கேவ��� எ�� இ�த ஆ��ைர ேகா�கிற�. பிறெமாழிகளிலி��� ஒலி??ய���� ேபா� சில 
ஒலிய�க��கான ��லிய வரிவ�வ� தமிழி� இ�லாதைத ����கா��� இ�த ஆ�� அவ����ரிய 
�திய வ�வ�க� உ�வா�க�ப��   அைவ�� தரெந��த�பட ேவ��� எ�கிற�.  
 
             g. ch,d,dh,b,x,z, ஆகிய(ஆ�கில) ஒலிய�க��? இைணயாக, அவ���� த�ேபா� 
பய�ப��தெந�� எ���களி� ?Ö�சியாக ��த� வரிவ�வ�கைள உ�வா�க �ைன�� 
எ����களி� ��கிய��வ� �றி�� தகவலிய� ேகா�பா�களி� வழியாக சில ���கைள ஆ�� 
��ைவ�கிற�.  
 
             œœமா��வ�� தி���வ�� யா���� எத��� இழிவாகேவா ��றமாகேவா ஆகிவிடா�. 
Ø?�Ù?யÙ?�� கால�ேதா� கல�� ?ச�ல�� எைத�� மா�ற�� தி��த�� ேவ���. ெமாழி எ�ப� 
உலக? Ø?Ô��? Ø?Ôரா�?���? ஒ� Ø?Ô��க�வி. Ø?Ô��க�விக� கால����  ஏ�ப 
மா�ற�படேவ���.œœ  
             - த�ைத? ?�ரியா�  
 
             ஒலி??ய�?�� தமி� இல�கண?ர�� - ஒ� ?Ö�பா�ைவ  
 
             தமி� பல காலக�ட�களி� சம�கி�த�, ?Ôலி, ?Õராகி�த�, அர�, ல�தீ�, ஆ�கில�, இ�தி 
Øமா�� பல ெமாழிகேளா� ெதாட��ெகா�ள Ø?ரி�?�. அவ��?� ெசா�, க�?Ù??� ரீதியிலான 
?கா�விைன ?கா�?மாைனகைள�� Ø?�?கா?���கிற�. இ�த 
             வரலா�� மா�னணியி�, ஒலி ??ய�?� பிர�ைனைய தமி� எ�ப� ைகயா�ட� எ�பைத 
���கமாக பா��ேபா�. ஒலி??ய�?� �றி�த தமி� ?ரÙ? அறியாம� அைத மா��வேதா ?Ö�வேதா 
இயலாத�. �ைறய�ற�.  
 
             வடெமாழியிலி��� ெசா�கைள தமி��� ெகா��வ�� ேபா� அைத எ�ப� எ�த எ�ப� 
�றி�� ெதா�கா�பிய� கால�திேலேய ஒ� மர�  இ��தி��கிற�.  



 
             œœவ?ெசா� கிளவி வ? ?வ��?தாரீஇ எ��?தா� �ண��த ெசா�லா ��Ø?œœ  
 
             எ�ற ��பாவி� �ல� ெதா�கா�பிய� �றிய வர�மா� அ��பைடயி� த�ச��,த�?வ� ஆகிய 
விதிக� உ�வாகின. இ�த இர��விதிகளி� �ல�� தமிழி� வ?ெசா� ஒலி??ய��கெந�கிற ேபா� 
வடெமாழி�கான வரிவ�வ� கல�காம� ேச����ெகா�ளமா�டா�. இைணயான வரிவ�வ�க� 
இ����ேபா� அ�ப�ேய மா�றி�ைகயாளலா� எ�ப� த�ச? �ைற (உதாரண� :?�?��). 
             இ�லாத ேபா� தமிழி� மாக?ஒ��கிய, விதி�க??�? எ��கைள பய�ப��த ேவ��� எ�ப� 
த�?வ� (உதாரண�: ?�ஷ� - ?�க�). 
             ?Õ�கால�தி� தமிழக�தி� சம�கி�த� Ø?லாதி�க� வகி�த ேபா�� மணி�பிரவாள ?Ù? 
ேகால�சியேபா�� �ட   ?ஒ��மா�Ù?யான ம�க� இ�த விதிகைளேய பி�ப�றினா�க�. இ�த ?ரØ? 
?Õற? அர�, ல�தீ�, ?Õற ஐேரா�பிய ெமாழிகளிலி��� ஒலி??ய��க??�?ேபா�� மா���ற??�?�. 
உதாரண�:ெச�ய�, �க�?�, கிறி��, ?Õ?ர?�, இ�கிலா��, ?�லா�த�  Øமா�ற ??ய��ெசா�க�.  
 
             ?ணி??Õரவாள� �லமாக தமி� உைர?Ù?யி� ?ல கிர�த எ����க� �?�தன. ஆனா� 
அவ�றி�, இ�� ஜ, ஸ,ஷ,ஹ ஆகிய கிர�த 
             எ����க� ?��� ?ஒ��மா�Ù?யானவ�களா� ஏ���ெகா�ள?����கிற�. இ�த மா�? 
கிர�த எ����க�� தமிழி� ?Ö�??த�? காரண�, 
             இடேபா� இ�?வ����க� வடெமாழி ெசா�க� எ��வத�காக அ�லா?� ஆ�கில 
ஒலி??ய�?�கைள எ��வத�காகேவ மாக�� 
             பய�ப��தெந�கி�றன எ�பேத. ஹிமா�சல பிரேதைஷ இடÔ�சல??Õரேதச� எ�� 
எ��வைத ச�க?மா�றி எ���?கா�கிற இ�ைறய 
             ??Ô�வழ�? ஜ?மாைன ச?மா� எ�ேறா ஆ�திேரலியாைவ ஆ��திேரலியா எ�ேறா எ��வைத 
ஏ���ெகா�ளாதத� ரகசிய�� இ�ேவ. இ�த எ����களி� ேதைவ அதிகரி�ததா� அைவ 
ெதாைல��வி�டன.  
 
             ஆனா�, சம�கி�த ெந��கண�ேகா� ?ஒ��கிய ?தா?�?Õ���� ?Õறதிராவிட ெமாழிக� 
அவ�ைற அ�ப�ேய ஏ���?கா?? ேபா��,  �ைற�த ?�ச� க, ச,?, த,? ஆகிய வ�லின�க��கான 
ஹகர� ஏறிய, அதி��Ù?ய, அதி��� ஹகர�� ஏறிய kha,ga, gha �தலான (வ��க) எ����கைள 
தமி� ஏ� ஏ���ெகா�ளவி�ைல எ�ற ேக�வி எ�?????லா�. இத�கான விÙ?கைள ெசா�வ� இ�? 
�� ேநா�க?Õ�ைல எ�றா�� ??�?� ேதைவயான ?Õர�சைனேயா� இத�?�ள ?தா?�Ù? ?��� 
விள�க��?�ேவா�. உதாரணமாக, தமி� க, ka, ga,ha  ஆகிய ?Ô�?றாலிகைள 
(allophones)?கா?���கிற�. எனேவ œகœ வ��க எ����களி� ga ஒலி��றி?Ù? தமி� œகœ 
ஓரள��? ஈ�?ச?� வ�த�. Ø?�� ஹகரØ�றிய aspirated ஒலிய�க� தமி� இய���? ?Ôறான� 
எ�� வி???�?ன. அ��ட� வடெமாழி ெசா� வர� ?தா?�மாக ?Õலவிவ�த த�ச?-த�?வ விதிகைள 
மா��� அ�ல� ைகவி�� ேதைவ எழவி�ைல. எ��தி��தா� �திய  வரிவ�வ�க� ��Ø? வ�தி����. 
உதாரணமாக, F எ�ற ஆ�கில ஒலியிைன �றியீ? ஃ? எ�ற �திய ��??��� உ�வா�கி� 
ெகா�ள??�?ைத? Ø?Ô�.  
             இ�த ஒலி??ய�?� வரலா� இர�� ��கியமான உ?Ù?கைள� ����கா��கிற�.  
 
                   �தலாவதாக, ேதைவ ஏ�ப�டேபா� - அத� ?Õ�?�த� அ��தியேபா� - தமி� அய�ெமாழி 
ஒலிய�க��காக �திய  வரிவ�வ�கைள ஏ�ற�.  



                   இர�டாவதாக, இ�த ஏ��� ஐேரா�பிய ெமாழிகளிலி��� ஒலி??ய��க ேவ��ய ?Õ�?�த� 
வ�தØ?Ôேத இரவலாக ஏ�க�ப�ட�. ?Ö��ககாரணமான�.  
 
             எனி�� இ�த மா�ற�க� ேபா�மானைவ அ�ல. க, ?, த, ? ஆகிய மா�? ��கிய 
வ�லின�க�� ெசா���? ?�வி� ??�லின�ைத ?தா?��� வ��ேபா� ga,da,dha,ba ஒலிகைள 
�றி�கி�றன. எனேவதா�. London எ�கிற ெசா� ஒலி??ய��க??�? ேபா� இய�மாகேவ  ��லியமாக 
ல??� எ�� அÙ?�த�. எ�றா�� இேத ஒலிக� ஒலி ??ய��க??�? ெசா���? �தலி�� இ�தியி�� 
????ய��தாக தனி��� வ��ேபா� ��லியமாக அ�த ஒலிகைள ��??பய�ப��த 
��வதி�ைல.(உதாரண���? Goliath, CAD) இத�கான தீ��, இ�த ஏ� 
             ஒலிய�க��? ெசா���? �தலி�� இÙ?யி�� இ�தியி�� எ�த இட�தி� வ�தா�� 
?ேர?Ôதிரி ஒலி?Ù?� த�கிற வரிவ�வ�கைள  உ�வா��வேத ஆ��.இத�கான தீரிைவ ேநா�கிய 
�ய�சியாக சில ஆேலாசைனகைள விவாத���? ைவ�கவி���கிேற�.  
 
             ?Õல�� வரிவ�வ�களி� ?Ö�சியாக �திய வரிவ�வ�கைள வ�வி�த� உலக�தி� எ�லா 
ெமாழிகளி�� உ�ள எ�லா ஒலி��றி?�க���� தமிழி� எ����கைள உ�வா�கி� தீ���வி�வ� 
எ�?த�ல இ�த ஆ��ைரயி� ேநா�க�. ஆ�கில�தி� உ�ள எ�லா 
   ஒலிய�க���� தமிழி� இைணகைள உ�வா��வ�� �? இத� ேநா�க?�ல. ?�னா�?ளவி� 
??Ô�வாக ஏ�கெந�கிற, ஒலியிய� ரீதியாக  தரெந���� ெச�ய??�? ெசா�கைள ஆ�கில� வழி 
ஒலி??ய���� ேபா� ச�தி�கிற ?�ரிய பிர�ைனைய தவி��க�� ஒலி??ய�?மா� �லமாக தகவ� 
சிைதவத�? இட� தர��?Ô� எ�?த�காக�� ?��Ø? இ�த மா�� ஏ�பÔ� ேவ��� எ�� இ�த 
ஆ��ைர வலி����கிற�.  
 
             அத�கான தீ�ைவ ேநா�கிய ஆேலாசைனக� எ�ன?  
 
             �,�, �,?, ஆகிய மா�? அதி�வ�ற வ�லின�களி� அதி���ள ?Ô�?றாலிகளான g,d,dh,b 
ஆகியவ���? தனியாக மா�? �திய எ����கைள உ�வா�கி ேச���� ெகா��த�.  
             கிர�த எ����களி� உதவிேயா� �-இ� ?Ô�?றாலிகளான �-உ� �-உ� ஏ�கனேவ 
ஏ�க??���ளன. ஆனா� Ch எ�கிற ஒலிய��கான தமி� வ�வ� உ�வா�க�பட ேவ���.  
             X,Z ஆகிய ஒலிய�க���� வரிவ�வ� காண�பட ேவ���.  
 
             இத�? ேதைவயான வரிவ�வ�கைள எ�ப� உ�வா��வ� எ�ற ேக�வி�கான ?திைல தமிழி� ஜ, 
ஸ,ஷ, ஹ,ஃ?, ஆகியைவ  ஏ�க??�?தி� மா�னணியிலி��� வ�வி�கலா�. �த� மா�? எ����க�� 
தமி� வரிவ�வ�ேதா� ப��ய, தமி� ?Ô���  வடெமாழிைய எ��வத�காக பய�ப��த??�, தமி� 
எ����கேளா� வ�வ ���Ù?மாக�� ?கா?? கிர�த எ����களிலி��� எ��க??�?ன எ�?தா� 
அதி� அ�நிய�த�Ù?�� வரிவ�வ வி�தியாச�� இ�லாம� Ø?Ô?வி�டன. ஃ? எ�ப�� ?Ù?�ைறயி� 
உ�ள இ� தமி�  எ����களி� ���தா�.  
 
             இ�த அ��பைடயி� ேச��ைகயி�, �திய வரிவ�வ�கைள உ�வா��வ� எ�?த�? ????Õ� 
உ�ள வரிவ�வ�களி� ?Ö�சியாக, சில  மா�ற�கைள ?ச?� �திய வ�வ�களாக அவ�ைற 
அறி�கெந���வ� எ�� அ��தெந��தி�?கா??Ô� அ� சரியான வழியாக இ���� எ�� 
ேதா��கிற�. கீ�க�ட ஆேலாசைனகைள ேயாசி�கலா�.  
 



             '\'அ�ல� '/'அ�ல� œ.œ எ�கிற �றியீ� ஒ�ைற வி�தியாசெந���� �றியீமாக 
பய�ப��தலா�. உதாரண���?, œகœ எ�ற வரிவ�வ��ட� இ�த ��றி� ஏேதா ஒ� �றியீ�Ù? 
இைண�� œகœ அ�ல� œகœ அ�ல�œகœ Øமா�ற ஒ� வ�வ�ைத உ�வா�கி அைத  ga எ�� 
உ�சரி�க ேவ��� எ�� விதி�கலா�.அேத ச?ய� இ�த �திய �றியீ�க� ஒலி??ய�?��? ?��Ø? 
எ�� வர�?Õ?ேவ���. இ�த  உ�ேதச வ�வ அÙ???Õ� எ����ெகா�ள??�? ஏ� 
ஒலிய�க��கான தமி� வ�வ�கைள கீேழ அ�?வைண இ����கிேற�.  
 
             இ�த உ�ேதச வரிவ�வ�களி� ��கிய அ�ச�க�:  
 
                1.இ�த வரிவ�வ�க� த�ேபா� மா�றாக பய�ப��தெந�� வரிவ�வ�களி� ?Ö�சிேய. 
எனேவ �திய வ�வ�க� த� தா?  வ�வ�தி� ஒலியி� ?Ô�?றாலிேய எ�பைத எளிதி� ?Õ�மா���. 
எ�லா �திய வ�வ�க���� ?ேர வைகயான ��� �றியீ�Ù? அளி??த� �லமாக அைவ ?ேர 
இன�ைத� ேச��தைவ எ�பைத�� கா�? ���� (உதாரணமாக, �றியீ� இ��தா� 
                   அ� அதி�?வாலி எ�ப� Ø?Ôல)  
                2.�திதாக தரெந��த??��ள எ���� �றியீ�� �ைற(Character encoding), 
விைச�பலைக இட ?��கீ� (keyboard layout)   ஆகியைவ�� இ�த மா�� எ����கைள ஏ�ப� 
எளி�. ��த� வ�வ�களான இ�த ஏழிைன�� �றியீ��?ப��யலி� ��த� 
                   எ����களாக ஏ�க����. விைச�பலைகைய? ெபா��தவைர, ��த� �றியி���காக 
?ேர?யா� விைசைய ?��?வத� �ல�  ?Õர�சைனைய தீ���வி?லா�. ஆக, ஒ� சி�ன?சி� 
�றியீ�Ù?� ேச�??த� �லØ? ஒலி??ய�?� சவாைல  �றிய��க���� எ�� ெதளிவாக ெதரிகிற�.  
 
             இ�? இேத பிர�ைனச�ப�த�ப�ட ஒ� ��கிய ���தாரண�ைத எ����கா��வ� ?�ல�. 
Ø?�� அ� �னிேகா� ச�ப�த�ப�ட ஒ�� எ�?தா�     த�Ø?Ôைதய விவாத���? அ� 
��கிய��வ�ைத�� அளி���.  
 
             �திய எ����கைள ேச��� �னிேகா� த�� வா��� - ேதவநாகரி ���தாரண� - ஒ� பா�ைவ 
வீ�சி� The Unicode Consortium ெவளியி���ள The Unicode Standard, Version 2.0 �திய 
எ����கைள ேச��க வி���வ�க��� ஆ�தைல� த�கிற�.இ�திய ெமாழிகைள? ெபா��தவைர, 
ISCII-II ைவேய அ� �ல தரெந��தமிக எ���� ?கா?���கிற�. இ�த தரெந��த�  தமிைழ? 
ெபா��தவைர ��ைமயானேதா �ைறயானேதா அ�ல எ�கிற ��ற�சா�Ù? ?��க ��யா� எ�பைத 
ஏ���ெகா��� இ�த ஆ��ைர  ேவெறா� ேகாண�திலி��� அத� அ�ச�க� சிலவ�ைற ஒலி??ய�?� 
�றி�த ஆ���� பய�ப��தி�ெகா�வேதா� நி��தி� ெகா�கிற�.  
 
             எ�லா இ�திய ெமாழிக��கான �றியீ���ப��ய�களி�� சில இட�கைள எதி�கால�தி� 
ேச��க���ய வரிவ�வ�க��காக எ�� காலியாக ஒ��கி ைவ�தி��கிற�. எ����கா�டாக, 
தமி��?கன ஒ��க??�? OB80 - OBF2 ஆகியவ���கிÙ?யிலான 115 இட�களி� 54 இட�க� 
காலியாக இடமாக ைவ�தி��கிற�. இ�த இட�களி� ��த� வரிவ�வ�கைள �ைற�ப� 
ேச����ெகா�ளலா�. உதாரணமாக,  க�ன�� f �கான �திய வரிவ�வ�ைத அ�வாேற ேச���� 
?கா����கிற�. ேதவநாகரி�கான �றியீ��? ப��யைல 
             ஆரா��ேபா�, ஒ� ��கிய மா�ற� ?த�?�கிற�. Various Signs எ�கிற இன�தி� œ.œ 
எ�கிற ஒ� ��த� வரிவ�வ� ேச��க�ப��, அத�கான காரணமாக for extending the alphabet to 
new letters என�� �றியீ???����கிற�. இேத �ைற �ஜரா�தி, �ரியா,    வ�காள� ஆகிய 
ெமாழிகளி� �றியீ�களி�� மா���ற??����கிற�.  



 
             இ�த விரிவா�க�ைறைய ேதவநாகரி எ�ப� பய�ப��தியி��கிற� எ�பைத அேத ப��யலி� 
அ� ேச����ெகா���ள சில �திய   எ����கைள� ெகா�� விள�க����.  
 
            திராவிட ெமாழிகளிலி���� �றியீக தமிழி� இ���� சில ?Õர�ேயக ஒலிகைள ஒலி??ய��� 
எ��வத�காக ?Õல�� வரிவ�வ�க� சிலவ�றி� கீேழ ��ளி ஒ�ைற ைவ�� அைத �திய வரிவ�வமாக 
?Ö�����ெகா��� உ�திைய இ�த �ைற  மா����கிற�. உதாரண�: ேதவநாகரியி� ரகர எ����? 
கீேழ ஒ� ��ளிைவ�� அைத தமி� வ�லின œறœ ைவ 
             ஒலி??ய�??த�கான வரிவ�வ� எ�� ISCII-II வைரய��தி��கிற� ப��யலிலி���  
             0931 DEVANAGARI LETTER LLLA(for transcrbing Tamil alveolar r) இ� Ø?Ôலேவ for 
transcribing Tamil alveolar n, for 
             trnascribing Tamil I எ�� �றியீ��� ��� வரிவ�வ�கைள ேச���� ெகா� ���கிற�. 
Ø?��திராவிட ெமாழிகளி� 
             உயி���றி�களான எ, ஓ ஆகியவ�ைற ஒலி??ய��க இ� ��த� வரிவ�வ�கைள அ� ேச���� 
ெகா����கிற�.  
 
             ேதவநாகரி�கான �னிேகா� �ைறயி� இ�த மா�ற�க��� மா���ள அ���ைற 
?Ôரா�?�த�க�. எளிதி� ��ற ெமாழிகளி��   மா���ற�த�க�. இேத அ��பைடயி� தமி� �னிேகா� 
�றியீ���� ஒ� ��த� �றியீ�Ù? ேச��� �திய வரிவ�வ�கைள ேச��க வழிெச�யலா�.  
 
             ���ைரயாக  
 
             ?Ö?�� ஒ� எ����கா�Ù? ����கா�டலா� எ�� ேதா��கிற�. ?�லாயிர�கண�கான 
க��?த����கைள�� (Ideographs) ஹிரகானா 
             ,க?கானா எ�� இ� ேவ�?�? ஒலி??Õய� ெந��கண�ைக�� ஒ�ேசர மா����� ஐ?மானிய 
ெமாழி�� �?, அ�நிய ெமாழிகளிலி��� 
             ஒலி??ய��க Ø?ரி�� ேபா� ��லியமாக ெச�யேவ��� எ�?த�காக க?கானா எ����க� 
சிலவ�ைற ?Ö���� �?Ô� 20 �திய 
             வரிவ�வ�கைள உ�வா�கி� ?கா??�. ஐ�பானிய ெமாழியி� அ�ல� இ�தியி� அ���ைற 
இ�த வைகயி� ��ேநா�கான�. 
             கால�ைத ஓ��ய�. இ� வள�� ெமாழிக��கான அÙ?யாள�.  
 
             இ�த விதி தமி���� ??Ô����. ��?Õ?Ø? அத�� ���தாரண� இ�??ைத�� ��Ø? 
?Ô��ேதா�. இடேபா� ச�� ��தலான வரிவ�வ 
             ேதைவகைள ?Õர??ேவ��ய த�ண�தி� உ�ேளா�. த�ேபா��ள தமி� ெந��கண�கி� �திய 
வர�களாக இவ�ைற இ�த ஆ��ைர 
             ��ெமாழி�தா�� வி�??�தி� அ��பைடயி� இவ�ைற பய�ப���வத�கான ஒ� 
வா???Ôவ� அளி�க???லா�.  
 
             இ� �றி�� விைர�� விவாதி�� �ணி�� ��?வ��� அவ�ைற�� தரெந��திவி�டÔ� அ� 
தமி��? ��த� ?ல�ைத த�� எ�பைத 
             ?தாழி� �ைற ெமாழி??ய�??Ôள� எ�கிற எ� ெசா�த அ�?வ�திலி��� ?Õ�சய� அ���� 
ெசா�ல ����.  
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